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Key Kanellopoulos ectasia questions? 
1-Does the thickness change first or 

does curvature change first? 
2-Does anterior curvature change first 

or posterior? 
3-Are corneas with “weaker” 

biomechanics in risk for ectasia? - or 
is there a “break” point in 
biomechanics different for EACH 
cornea in de-stabilizing it? 
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Most feared LASIK complication: ectasia? 
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Not Post-LASIK ectasia, just a decentered hyperopic ablation 
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After Athens Protocol 

Kanellopoulos MD www.brilliantvision.com 

Re-centering and normalizing an eccentric older LASIK (1997)!
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No ectasia-just decentered ablation 
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After Athens Protocol 

Topometric indices normalized, IHD and ISV appear most pivotal for CDVA 
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“My Currently used  most sensitive criteria” 

•  Topometric asymmetry indices IHD and ISV 
 
•  Pachymetric asymmetry; Scheimpflug, OCT 
ART-Max=TP/PPI-Max(essentially “steep” cornea 
pachymetry change) 
 
•  Epithelial profiles 

•  In future: Biomechanical measurements-
Brillouin spectroscopy? 
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Kanellopoulos, e al: Clin Ophthalmol. 2012;6:789-800 

Correlation between overall epithelial thickness in normal corneas, ectatic and 

ectatic previously treated with CXL corneas.  Can overall epithelial thickness 

become a very early ectasia prognostic factor? 

What was Known 

compensatory nature of epithelial distribution in response 
to anterior stromal surface irregularities 

the epithelium is thinner over the steeper ‘conic’ section in 
a keratoconic eye and thicker over the flatter areas 

What this Paper Adds 
overall increase in epithelial thickness, particularly in 

younger keratoconic patients 

this “reactive” epithelial hypertrophy may precede any of 
the standard topographic or tomographic cornea 
findings.  

Artemis System 
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Clinical Ophthalmology

Correlation between epithelial thickness  
in normal corneas, untreated ectatic corneas,  
and ectatic corneas previously treated with CXL;  
is overall epithelial thickness a very early ectasia 
prognostic factor?
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Purpose: To determine and correlate epithelial corneal thickness (pachymetric) measurements taken 
with a digital arc scanning very high frequency ultrasound biomicroscopy (HF UBM) imaging  system 
(Artemis-II), and compare mean and central epithelial thickness among normal eyes, untreated 
keratoconic eyes, and keratoconic eyes previously treated with collagen crosslinking (CXL).
Methods: Epithelial pachymetry measurements (topographic mapping) were conducted on 
100 subjects via HF UBM. Three groups of patients were included: patients with normal eyes 
(controls), patients with untreated keratoconic eyes, and patients with keratoconic eyes treated 
with CXL. Central, mean, and peripheral corneal epithelial thickness was examined for each 
group, and a statistical study was conducted.
Results: Mean, central, and peripheral corneal epithelial thickness was compared between the 
three groups of patients. Epithelium thickness varied substantially in the keratoconic group, and 
in some cases there was a difference of up to 20 m between various points of the same eye, and 
often a thinner epithelium coincided with a thinner cornea. However, on average, data from the 
keratoconic group suggested an overall thickening of the epithelium, particularly over the pupil 
center of the order of 3 m, while the mean epithelium thickness was on average 1.1 m, 
compared to the control population (P  0.005). This overall thickening was more pronounced 
in younger patients in the keratoconic group. Keratoconic eyes previously treated with CXL 
showed, on average, virtually the same average epithelium thickness (mean 0.7 m, 0.2 m 
over the pupil center, 0.9 m over the peripheral zone) as the control group. This finding further 
reinforces our novel theory of the “reactive” component of epithelial thickening in corneas that 
are biomechanically unstable, becoming stable when biomechanical rigidity is accomplished 
despite persistence of cornea topographic irregularity.
Conclusion: A highly irregular epithelium may be suggestive of an ectatic cornea. Our results indi-
cate that the epithelium is thinner over the keratoconic protrusion, but to a much lesser extent than 
anticipated, and on average epithelium is thicker in this group of patients. This difference appears 
to be clinically significant and may become a screening tool for eyes suspected for ectasia.
Keywords: corneal pachymetry, ectasia, keratoconus screening, cornea epithelial thickness

Introduction
Importance of corneal epithelium imaging
The contribution of the corneal epithelium to the refractive power of the cornea, and 
thus ocular refraction, cannot be ignored. Studies have shown that epithelial refractive 
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surprise that while the epithelial center was, on average, 
thicker by only 1.3 m compared to the mean, on several 
occasions it was thicker compared to the nasal, temporal, 
inferior, or superior points by up to 10 m. This conclusion 
is also supported by the fact that the periphery epithelium 
thickness value of 49.7 m was closer to the mean (50.9 m) 
than to the pupil center (52.3 m).

We note that the standard deviation of the measurements 
( 3–4 m) is comparable to the accuracy and precision of the 

instrument, as established by our investigation, and thus epi-
thelial thickness variations of 4–4 m, as it is the case, might 
be observed differently even on the same eye. An example 
of a control patient who demonstrated a thicker epithelium 
at the pupil center is shown in Figure 6. In one instance the 
central epithelium was elevated by 9 m (51 m–42 m), 
while in a subsequent examination of the same eye, the dif-
ference between the same points was recorded as only 6 m 
(54 m–48 m).
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Figure 7 Epithelium thickness across the three study groups, at the periphery, mean, and pupil center.
Abbreviation: KCN, keratoconus.

Figure 8 Corneal and epithelial thickness maps of a KCN patient.
Note: A 
Abbreviation: KCN, keratoconus.
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•  CXLed corneas has thinner 
epi!

•  KCN corneas had 
OVERALL thicker epi!

•  Even suspect KCN corneas 
had THICKER epi!

HFU Artemis!
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Kanellopoulos et al:  Case Rep Ophthalmol. 2013;4(1):74-8   

Anterior segment optical coherence tomography - assisted topographic 

corneal epithelial thickness distribution imaging of a keratoconus 

patient. 

 What was Known 

3-Dimensional imaging of epithelial thickness had been 
performed only with HFU system 

the epithelium is thinner over the steeper ‘conic’ section in 
a keratoconic eye and thicker over the flatter areas 

What this Paper Adds 
First report of Anterior-Segment OCT epithelial thickness 

imaging of a KCN patient 

Ease of use of AS-OCT epithelial imaging in comparison to 
HF-UBM and increased predictability may be offered 
by AS-OCT 

RtVue-100 System 
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Does the epithelium tell the story here? 

!!
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Kanellopoulos et al: Cornea 2013;32(11):1493-8   

In vivo three-dimensional epithelial imaging of corneal epithelium in normal 

eyes by anterior segment optical coherence tomography: a clinical reference 

study. 

What was Known 

No large healthy population study of epithelial thickness investigation with 
AS-OCT 

What this Paper Adds 
Corneal epithelial thickness distribution and topographic thickness 

variability was clinically investigated with AS-OCT in 373 cases of 
normal, healthy eyes 

The epithelial thickness has a near-uniform distribution of approximately 
53 µm, ranging between 45 to 60 µm.  Epithelial thickness is slightly 
increased inferiorly.   

Average topographic variability, expressed by the standard deviation of 17 
points, of the order of 2 µm.   

Average epithelial thickness range (minimum – maximum) of -8 µm. 
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BASIC INVESTIGATION

In Vivo Three-Dimensional Corneal Epithelium Imaging
in Normal Eyes by Anterior-Segment Optical Coherence

Tomography: A Clinical Reference Study

Anastasios John Kanellopoulos, MD,*† and George Asimellis, PhD*

Purpose: To evaluate the safety and ef!cacy of real-time measure-
ment of corneal epithelial thickness and investigate the distribution
characteristics in a large normal-eye population using a clinically
available spectral-domain anterior-segment optical coherence tomog-
raphy (AS OCT) system.

Methods: Corneal epithelial thickness distribution and topographic
thickness variability were clinically investigated using AS OCT
imaging in 373 patients with normal, healthy eyes. Descriptive
statistics investigated 3 sets of subgroups, male (n = 171) and female
(n = 202), younger (n = 194) and older (n = 179), right eyes (n = 195)
and left eyes (n = 197).

Results: Pupil center epithelial thickness repeatability was an
average 0.88 6 0.71 mm; a similar repeatability was noted for the
superior, inferior, maximum, and minimum epithelial thickness. On
average, the pupil center epithelial thickness was 53.28 6 3.34 mm,
superior 51.86 6 3.78 mm, inferior 53.81 6 3.44 mm, minimum
48.65 6 4.54 mm, maximum 56.35 6 3.80 mm, and topographic
variability was 1.78 6 0.78 mm. Small differences were noted
between male (average center 54.10 6 3.34 mm) and female
(52.58 6 3.19 mm) subjects. The topographic thickness variability
seems to increase with age: younger group, 1.65 6 0.83 mm; older
group, 1.93 6 0.90 mm (P = 0.173).

Conclusions: We present a comprehensive investigation of corneal
epithelial thickness distribution characteristics in a healthy, untreated
human eye population by using in vivo, clinically available Fourier-
domain AS OCT. The 3-dimensional epithelial maps reveal epithelial
nonuniformity and provide a novel benchmark for future and com-
parative studies.

Key Words: anterior-segment optical coherence tomography, epi-
thelium imaging, epithelial thickness distribution, epithelial layer
thickness topography

(Cornea 2013;0:1–6)

The distribution of the corneal epithelial layer thickness can
be very useful in clinical1 and in basic research.2,3 Epithe-

lial thickness maps may be valuable in making close-call
clinical decisions and can aid in a safer screening of excimer-
laser corneal refractive surgery candidates. The reason for this
is the epithelial average thickness differences, and the topo-
graphic thickness irregularities,4 which may contribute
unevenly to the total corneal refractive power.

Several clinically available modalities may facilitate
in vivo corneal epithelial thickness measurement, including
scanning high-frequency ultrasound (HF-UBM),1 confocal
microscopy,5,6 and anterior-segment optical coherence tomog-
raphy (AS OCT),7,8 complementing corneal cross-sectional
imaging9,10 and pachymetry.11,12 The recent availability of cor-
neal epithelial imaging by AS OCT presents a practical tool for
clinical in vivo epithelial mapping, with the speed of optical
imaging and ease of use due to the noncontact nature.13–15

This study evaluates the clinical quantitative and qual-
itative 3-dimensional imaging of the corneal epithelial layer in
a large number of normal eyes by means of AS OCT. We
report here clinical results regarding epithelial thickness
mapping in normal corneas with a commercially available
AS OCT system. This study aims to investigate the accuracy
and precision of the epithelial thickness distribution in a large
pool of healthy eyes, and investigate gender and age speci!cs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This prospective study received the approval of the

Ethics Committee of our Institution, adherent to the tenets of
the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed written consent was
obtained from each subject at the time of the !rst clinical visit.

The study group (n = 373 different cases) consisted of
patients with unoperated, normal eyes with no current or past
ocular pathology other than refractive error, no previous sur-
gery, and no present irritation or dry eye disorder, all con!rmed
by a complete ophthalmologic evaluation. Contact lens wearers
were excluded. To avoid potential artifacts (eg, because of
possible drop instillation), OCT imaging preceded the ocular
clinical examination.

The Fourier-domain AS OCT system RTVue-100
(Optovue Inc, Fremont, CA), running on analysis and report
software version A6 (9.0.27), was used in the study. Data
output included total corneal and epithelial thickness maps
corresponding to a 6-mm diameter area. The settings were
L-Cam lens, 8 meridional B-scans per acquisition, consisting
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of 1024 A-scans each with 5-mm axial resolution. All meas-
urements were performed by the same trained investigator.
Four consecutive individual acquisitions were obtained in
each case to investigate repeatability and data validity.

Descriptive statistics, linear regression analysis to seek
possible correlations, and analysis of variance between
subgroups were performed by Minitab version 1.6.1 (Mini-
Tab Ltd, Coventry, United Kingdom) and Origin Lab version
9 (OriginLab Corp, Northampton, MA). Paired analysis
P values ,0.05 were considered an indication of statistically
signi!cant results.

RESULTS
The 373-strong study group consisted of 202 female

and 171 male patients. The mean age of all the patients at
the time of examination was 41.89 6 20.55 years (range,
4–86 years). There were 195 right [oculus dexter (OD)] and
178 left [oculus sinister (OS)] eyes. The average refractive
error was 21.25 6 0.75 diopters.

In all cases, after correct !xation and centering, acqui-
sition time was in the order of 10 seconds. No patient reported
or expressed discomfort reservations regarding this noncontact
measurement. The main analysis report produced by the
system displayed total corneal (reported as pachymetry) and
epithelial 3-dimensional thickness maps covering the 6-mm
diameter area, examples of which are provided in Figure 1.
After acquisition, such a report was furnished in ,1 minute.

As shown in Figure 1, each pachymetry map is divided
into 17 sectors. Speci!cally, these are the 2-mm diameter
pupil center disk of 12.56-mm2 area, 8 sectors within the
annulus between the 2- and 5-mm zones, each of 8.24-mm2

area, and 8 sectors within the annulus of 5- to 6-mm zones,
each of a 4.32-mm2 area. For each one of these sectors, the
average thickness is displayed numerically over the corre-
sponding area. In our study, the reported “epithelium center”
thickness corresponded to the numeric indication over the
center disk. The superior, inferior, minimum (Min), maximum

(Max) thickness, and the topographic thickness variability
[standard deviation (SD) over the entire imaged area] were
obtained by the statistics report, located at the lower left corner
table, as shown in Figure 1.

Repeatability Assessment
The intraindividual repeatability for the epithelium

center, superior, inferior, maximum, minimum, and the
topographic thickness variability was evaluated by the SD of
4 consecutive acquisitions in each case. As given in Table 1,
the epithelium thickness had an average repeatability for
center 0.88 6 0.71 mm, superior 1.01 6 0.87 mm, inferior
0.83 6 0.77 mm, minimum 1.216 1.00 mm, maximum 1.176
1.10 mm, and topographic thickness variability 0.266 0.22 mm,
respectively.

Epithelial Thickness Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistical analysis of epithelial central, supe-

rior, inferior, minimum, maximum, and topographic thickness
variabilities was evaluated by the average of 4 consecutive
acquisitions in each case. As given in Table 2 (rows 2–5), the
center epithelial thickness was on average 53.28 6 3.34 mm,
superior 51.866 3.78 mm, inferior 53.816 3.44 mm, minimum
48.65 6 4.54 mm, maximum 56.35 6 3.80 mm, and topo-
graphic thickness variability 1.78 6 0.78 mm. These results
are also shown in the form of box plots in Figure 2. The
relationship between topographic variability and age is
described by the scatter and !tted line plot describing epithelial
topographic thickness variability versus patient age in Figure 3.

The sample was subsequently divided into 2 gender-
speci!c groups: group F consisting of the female (n = 202),
and group M consisting of the male population (n = 171). In
these groups, different epithelial distributions were observed,
as given in Table 2 (rows 6–13). Speci!cally for group F,
the epithelial thickness at the pupil center was on average
52.58 6 3.19 mm, superior 51.03 6 3.78 mm, inferior
53.17 6 3.33 mm, minimum 47.64 6 4.89 mm, maximum

FIGURE 1. Details from the analysis software main report, showing corneal and epithelial 3-dimensional pachymetry maps over
the 6-mm corneal diameter. The symbol * indicates the thickness minimum (both corneal and epithelial maps), and the symbol +
indicates the thickness maximum (epithelial map only).
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48.75 6 4.45 mm, maximum 55.85 6 3.97 mm, and topo-
graphic thickness variability, 1.65 6 0.83 mm. For the older
group O, the center epithelial thickness was 53.646 3.21 mm,
superior 52.006 3.81 mm, inferior 54.066 3.35 mm, minimum
48.55 6 4.64 mm, maximum 56.89 6 3.54 mm, and topo-
graphic thickness variability 1.93 6 0.90 mm. Comparative
box plots between all cases, the younger group Y (194 patients)
and the older group O (179 patients), illustrating the above
results are presented in Supplemental Digital Content 2 (see
Figure, http://links.lww.com/ICO/A145). The statistical analysis
between the younger and the older groups suggested a statisti-
cally signi!cant topographic thickness variability at the
0.05 level of signi!cance (0.01 , P , 0.05).

A third set of groups was formed on the basis of the
right/left eye. Speci!cally, groups OD consisting of the 195
right and group OS of the 178 left eyes were formed. The
results are summarized in Table 2 (rows 22–29). There was
not enough evidence to conclude the statistical difference
between respective epithelial thickness values. For example,
the 2-sample t test between the center epithelial thickness had

P = 0.036 and between topographic thickness variability had
P = 0.291.

We subsequently compared the epithelial thickness for
same-patient right and left eyes, and computed the corre-
sponding thickness differences, speci!cally for the right
(OD) eye minus the corresponding value for the left (OS)
eye. The average epithelial thickness OD–OS difference at
the center was 20.58 6 1.58 mm, superior 20.73 6
1.78 mm, inferior 20.40 6 1.75 mm, minimum 20.33 6
1.88 mm, maximum 20.69 6 2.21, and topographic vari-
ability 20.08 6 0.54 mm.

DISCUSSION
Accurate and repeatable quantitative assessment of

corneal epithelial thickness distribution has been a challenge
for clinicians and researchers.16 Until recently, the gold stan-
dard for in vivo 3-dimensional epithelial has been HF-UBM,
which, however, requires "uid coupling between the ocular
surface and the imaging instrument.1,4 Other clinical in vivo

FIGURE 2. Box plot describing central, superior,
inferior, minimum, and maximum epithelial
thickness for all 373 cases. The median level is
displayed numerically and indicated by , aver-
age by , the 95% median confidence range box
by the red borderline, and the interquartile inter-
vals range box by the black borderline. All units are
in micrometers.

FIGURE 3. Scatter and fitted line plot describing
the epithelial layer thickness topographic vari-
ability versus patient age with 95% confidence
intervals and 95% prediction intervals.
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Corneal epithelium: extremely stable biological marker 
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Kanellopoulos et al:  Am J Ophthalmol. 2014;157(1):63-68.e2   

In Vivo 3-Dimensional Corneal Epithelial Thickness Mapping as an 

Indicator of Dry Eye: Preliminary Clinical Assessment. 

What was Known 

No large dry-eye population study of epithelial thickness investigation with 
AS-OCT 

What this Paper Adds 
There is a noted overall increase of epithelial thickness in dry eyes (average 

58 µm) 

The topographic variability is comparable to that of normal eyes (average 3 
µm) 

The clinical difference observed may nevertheless play a role in routine 
screening and treatment assessment, that may precede the specific dry 
eye measurements (such as TBUT and Schirmer) that may or may not be 
part of the screening protocol. 
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In Vivo 3-Dimensional Corneal Epithelial Thickness
Mapping as an Indicator of Dry Eye: Preliminary

Clinical Assessment

ANASTASIOS JOHN KANELLOPOULOS AND GEORGE ASIMELLIS

! PURPOSE: To evaluate in vivo epithelial thickness in dry
eye by anterior segment optical coherence tomography.
! DESIGN: Observational, retrospective case-control study.
! METHODS: Two age-matched groups of female
subjects, 70 eyes each, age z 55 years, were studied in
clinical practice setting: a control (unoperated, no ocular
pathology) and a dry eye group (clinically confirmed dry
eye, unoperated and no other ocular pathology). Corneal
epithelium over the entire cornea was topographically
imaged via a novel anterior segment optical coherence
tomography (AS-OCT) system. Average, central, and
peripheral epithelial thickness as well as topographic
epithelial thickness variability were measured.
! RESULTS: For the control group, central epithelial thick-
ness was 53.0 ± 2.7 mm (45-59 mm). Average epithelium
thickness was 53.3 ± 2.7 mm (46.7-59.6 mm). Topo-
graphic thickness variability was 1.9 ± 1.1 mm
(0.7-6.1 mm). For the dry eye group, central epithelial
thickness was 59.5 ± 4.2 mm (50-72 mm) and average
thickness was 59.3 ± 3.4 mm (51.4-70.5 mm). Topo-
graphic thickness variability was 2.5 ± 1.5 mm
(0.9-6.9mm). All pair tests of respective epithelium thick-
ness metrics between the control and dry eye group show
statistically significant difference (P < .05).
! CONCLUSIONS: This study, based on very user-friendly,
novel AS-OCT imaging, indicates increased epithelial
thickness in dry eyes. The ease of use and the improved
predictability offered by AS-OCT epithelial imaging may
be a significant clinical advantage. Augmented epithelial
thickness in the suspect casesmay be employed as an objec-
tive clinical indicator of dry eye. (Am J Ophthalmol
2014;157:63–68. ! 2014 by Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.)

D RY EYE IS A MULTIFACTORIAL DISEASE OF THE

tears and ocular surface that results in symptoms
of discomfort, visual disturbance, and tear film

instability with potential damage to the ocular surface. It
is accompanied by increased osmolarity of the tear film
and inflammation of the ocular surface.1

Dry eye is responsible for significant population morbidity
and is a common clinical problem for eye clinicians. Besides
the significant symptoms and toll on quality of life, it may
present significant challenges in refractive surgery patient
assessment.2 As reported in the peer-review literature,3–7

its manifestations may range from episodic and mild
condition to chronic and severe disease: the disorder can
be presented with any or many symptoms of visual
disturbance and blurred vision, eye discomfort, irritation,
foreign body sensation, ocular surface damage, redness,
excess tearing, and photosensitivity.
Epidemiologic review studies estimate the prevalence of

dry eye disease between 4% and 33%, largely depending,
among other factors, on the diagnosis mode, the geographic
locale,8,9 age, and sex, being most prominent in the
middle-aged (over age 45 years) female populace.10–12

Several clinically available modalities may facilitate
in vivo measurement of corneal epithelium, including
high-frequency scanning ultrasound biomicroscopy
(HF-UBM),13 anterior segment optical coherence tomog-
raphy (AS-OCT),14 and confocal microscopy through
focusing (CMTF).15,16 In the clinical practice, epithelial
evaluation is limited by the resolution and the variability
of the ocular surface tests.17

In pursuit of an objective, repeatable, and quantitative
clinical test that may aid in the differential diagnosis of
dry eye, we introduce the concept of corneal epithelial
thickness as a possible tool in dry eye assessment.We report
herein initial clinical results regarding 3-dimensional
corneal epithelial thickness mapping in dry eye corneas
with a newly commercially available anterior segment
optical coherence tomography system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

THIS OBSERVATIONAL, RETROSPECTIVE CASE-CONTROL

study received approval by the Ethics Committee of our
Institution (LaserVision.gr Eye Institute), and was
adherent to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Written informed consent was obtained from each subject

Accepted for publication Aug 29, 2013.
From Laservision.gr Eye Institute, Athens, Greece (A.J.K., G.A.); and

New York University Medical School, New York, New York (A.J.K.).
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DISCUSSION

THE CHALLENGE OF OBJECTIVE DRY EYE ASSESSMENT HAS

been argued in length. The current options of the clinical
investigator includes slit-lamp observations, osmolarity
test, tear-film breakup time measurement, Schirmer lacri-
mation test, corneal and conjunctival staining, meibomian
grading, and Ocular Surface Disease Index.10 Research
evidence suggests that clinical dry eye symptoms alone
may be insufficient for the diagnosis and management of
dry eye, and there is argument for a consensus of newer
metrics that may better reflect the differential discrimina-
tion of the disease.18

One suchpossible element indiagnosis is overall epithelial
thickness, aswell as the topographic distribution of epithelial
thickness. For example, atopic keratoconjunctivitis has been
associatedwith significant alterations of the basal epithelium
and subbasal and stromal corneal nerves, related to the
changes in tear functions and corneal sensitivity.19

Very little is reported, however, in the peer-review liter-
ature on the subject matter of entire corneal area in vivo
measurement of epithelial thickness, particularly in rela-
tionship with dry eye. This can be justified by the fact
that neither HF-UBM nor AS-OCT nor CMTF techniques
have been fully applicable and/or with a commercially
available mode for this use, as well as the fact that some

(eg, HF-UBM) employ instrument or fluid interface
contact with the epithelium. We have not identified, for
example, reported correlation of dry eye and HF-UBM
measurements. CMTF has been restricted in this applica-
tion because of the degraded precision by eye movement
during the long acquisition time; in addition, other avail-
able clinical evaluation techniques for the corneal epithe-
lium either are invasive or require contact between the
probe and the ocular surface, and thus cannot provide
precise in vivo measurement of the epithelial thickness.20

In a confocal laser scanning microscopy study in dry
eye,21 the mean superficial and intermediate epithelial
cell densities in the central cornea in the dry eye groups
were significantly lower than in normal participants. Dry
eye corneas showed significant alterations, presumably
attributable to increased desquamation of the superficial
cell layer.
Reports on entire corneal epithelium imaging via

AS-OCT, a novel entity, have been also few. In most of
these studies, investigator-modified software/hardware22–24

or caliper software measurement techniques25,26 have
been employed (for example, by manually placing cursors
to measure epithelial thickness in each location).
The recent availability of full-cornea corneal epithelial

thickness imaging by AS-OCT potentially presents a prac-
tical clinical tool for qualitative (by examination of the

FIGURE 1. Representative corneal total thickness maps (left) and corneal epithelium thickness maps (right) of (Top) a ‘‘normal’’
patient from Group A and (Bottom) a dry eye patient from Group B, as provided by the optical coherence tomography system report.
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 Kanellopoulos et al:  Am J Ophthalmol. 2014;157(5):1116-7   

In Vivo 3-Dimensional Corneal Epithelial Thickness Mapping as an 

Indicator of Dry Eye: Preliminary Clinical Assessment.  Reply to 

2014;157(1):63-68.e2 

What was Known 

Standard deviation of epithelial thickness investigation is 
0.7 (0.6 to 0.9) µm in normal eyes is reported by Ma et.al  
and 0.7 µm by Li et.al.  

What this Paper Adds 
The axial resolution of OCT may play a role in determining 

the precision with which the corneal and the epithelial 
thickness can be measured. 
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Kanellopoulos et al: J Refract Surg. 2014;30(5):348-53   

Corneal Epithelial Remodeling Following Cataract Surgery: Three-

Dimensional Investigation With Anterior-Segment Optical Coherence 

Tomography. 
What was Known 

No large post-cataract surgery population study of epithelial thickness 
investigation with AS-OCT. 

What this Paper Adds 
Corneal and epithelial thickness 3-dimensional profile distribution was 

clinically imaged pre-operatively and up to three-months 
postoperatively with AS-OCT in 116 consecutive cases. 

Epithelial thickness remodeling following cataract surgery has 
indicated a return to baseline levels after a three-month interval. 

Delayed corneal and epithelial recovery was noted for the larger (75 y.o. 
and older) patient subgroup. 
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Kanellopoulos et al Cornea 2014;33(4):340-8   

Anterior-Segment Optical Coherence Tomography Investigation of 

Corneal Deturgescence and Epithelial Remodeling After DSAEK. 

What was Known 

No large post-DSAEK population study of epithelial thickness 
investigation with AS-OCT. 

What this Paper Adds 
Preoperative and up to six-months post-operative central (CCT), 

minimum corneal thickness (MinCT), central graft thickness (CGT), 
as well as for epithelial topographic thickness variability.   

An age- and gender-matched control group was used for comparison. 

 A standard pattern of epithelial thickness recovery and normalization, 
as well as corneal deturgence mainly by the first month 
postoperatively has been observed. 
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Kanellopoulos  et al  J Refract Surg. 2014;30(3):166-71   

Longitudinal postoperative LASIK epithelial thickness profile changes 

in correlation with degree of myopia correction. 

What was Known 

No large post-LASIK population study of epithelial thickness investigation with AS-OCT. 

Epithelial thickness changes have been reported in studies of microkeratome-assisted myopic 
excimer laser refractive correction. 

The noted central epithelial thickness increase has been associated with refractive regression. 

What this Paper Adds 

Epithelial thickness remodeling following LASIK has indicated a slight (average +3 µm) increase 
in epithelial thickness. 

The increase was rather not-lenticular, but more emphasized in the mid-periphery of 5 mm.  

The noted increase showed a positive correlation to the amount of attempted myopic 
correction:  the larger the myopic correction, and thus, the stromal flattening, the larger 
the noted epithelial thickness increase. 
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Kanellopoulos Cornea 2014;33(5):463-9 

Epithelial Remodeling After Femtosecond Laser-assisted High Myopic 

LASIK: Comparison of Stand-alone With LASIK Combined With 

Prophylactic High-fluence Cross-linking. 

What was Known 

Epithelial thickness increase following myopic LASIK with a positive correlation to 
the amount of attempted myopic correction. 

What this Paper Adds 

Investigation of matched groups of myopic ablation, between a ‘standard’ LASIK 
treatment and a LASIK treatment with concurrent prophylactic in-situ cross-
linking has indicated that there is no further noted increase in epithelial 
remodeling when the cross-linking is applied. 

These clinical differences observed, despite the possible attribution to the epithelial 
compensatory response, may not be fully justified with this theory. 

A possible explanation is the reduced epithelial hyperactivity attributed to a 
biomechanically strengthened cornea due to CXL. 
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Kanellopoulos, et al:  Case Rep Ophthalmol. 2014;5:172–180 

Toric Topographically Customized Trans-Epithelial, Pulsed, Very 

High-fluence, Higher energy and Higher Riboflavin Concentration 

Collagen Crosslinking in Keratoconus. 
What was Known 

Cross-linking may induce corneal refractive changes, ie. central corneal flattening. 

What this Paper Adds 
Novel application of a topographically-customizable transepithelial collagen 

crosslinking in progressive keratoconus in order to achieve an astigmatic 
refractive effect and ectasia stabilization. 

The epithelial remodeling maps in the first 6 months, when compared to normal 
eyes,  suggest that there was some modest change in the epithelial distribution, 
with the treated area having initially a slight reduction in average epithelial 
thickness, and recovering at the six-month follow-up to a more regular 
distribution than the pre-operative distribution. 

The achieved refractive changes were not to be attributed to epithelial thickness 
morphology changes. 
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Epithelial remodeling after partial topography-guided normalization and high-

fluence short-duration crosslinking (Athens protocol): Results up to 1 year. 

What was Known 
Post-operative epithelial remodeling following partial anterior-surface normalization 

with excimer laser and high-fluence cross-linking, investigated with HFU results in 
reduced overall epithelial thickness and topographic variability.  

What this Paper Adds 

Novel clinical investigation of large pool of keratoconic eyes subjected to the Athens 
Protocol procedure, in comparison to untreated keratoconic eyes and a control 
group of healthy eyes, provided by clinical, Fourier-domain AS OCT providing in-
vivo, three-dimensional epithelial thickness maps. 

Detailed follow-up of the treated eyes up to one-year confirms previous HFU findings 
of the overally thinner, as well as smoother epithelial thickness profile in 
comparison to untreated keratoconic eyes. 
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Epithelial remodeling after partial
topography-guided normalization

and high-fluence short-duration crosslinking
(Athens protocol): Results up to 1 year

Anastasios John Kanellopoulos, MD, George Asimellis, PhD

PURPOSE: To compare epithelial remodeling in keratoconic eyes that had photorefractive keratec-
tomy and corneal collagen crosslinking (Athens protocol) with that in untreated keratoconic eyes
and healthy eyes.

SETTING: Private clinical practice, Athens, Greece.

DESIGN: Comparative case series.

METHODS: Fourier-domain anterior segment optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT) was used to
obtain in vivo 3-dimensional epithelial thickness maps and center, superior, inferior, maximum,
minimum, mean, midperipheral, and variability data.

RESULTS: Group A comprised 175 treated keratoconic eyes (Athens protocol); Group B, 193 un-
treated keratoconic eyes; and Group C, 160 healthy eyes. The 1-year mean center epithelial
thickness in Group A was 47.78 mm G 7.36 (SD) (range 33 to 64 mm). At the first clinical visit,
it was 52.09 G 6.80 mm (range 36 to 72 mm) in Group B and 52.54 G 3.23 mm (range 45 to
59 mm) in Group C. The mean thickness range in Group A at 1 year was !19.94 G 7.21 mm
(range !6 to !34 mm). It was !21.83 G 12.07 mm (range !4 to !66 mm) in Group B and
!6.86 G 3.33 mm (range !3 to !29 mm) in Group C. The mean topographic thickness variability
in Group A at 1 year was 4.64 G 1.63 mm (range 1.6 to 8.1 mm) (P<.05). It was 5.77 G 3.39 mm
(range 1.3 to 17.8 mm) in Group B and 1.59 G 0.79 mm (range 0.6 to 5.6 mm) in Group C.

CONCLUSION: Anterior segment OCT indicated a thinner and more homogeneous remodeled
epithelium in the keratoconic eyes treated using the Athens protocol.

Financial Disclosure: Dr. Kanellopoulos is a consultant to Alcon Surgical, Inc.; Wavelight Laser
Technologie AG; Avedro, Inc.; and i-Optics Optikger!ate GmbH. Dr. Asimellis has no financial or pro-
prietary interest in any material or method mentioned.
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We previously reported overall reduced corneal
epithelial thickness in keratoconic eyes that were
treated with (1) excimer laser debridement of the top
50 mm of the epithelium, (2) partial topography-
guided excimer ablation, and (3) immediate high-
fluence ultraviolet-A radiation (10 mW/cm2) and
short-duration (10minutes) corneal collagen crosslink-
ing (CXL) with riboflavin in a procedure known as the
Athens protocol.1–3 Our goal was to arrest the keratec-
tasia progression4 and provide a less irregular anterior
corneal surface. In l study,1 whichwas performed using
high-frequency scanning ultrasound biomicroscopy

(UBM), the epithelial thickness in a group of untreated
keratoconic eyes was compared with that in a
group of keratoconic eyes treated using the Athens
protocol.

Epithelial thickness assessment has been facilitated
by the development of anterior segment optical coher-
ence tomography (AS-OCT).5 Although there are
studies of AS-OCT epithelium measurement in the
peer-reviewed literature, until recently and to our
knowledge, the methodology and instrumentation
mainly used an on-screen caliper tool6; thus, only local
point–thickness measurements were reported. The
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ARTICLE

The findings in the current study agree with those in
our previous study1; that is, although an overall thicker
epithelium with large variations can be observed clini-
cally and topographically in eyes with keratoconus, in
eyes treated with CXL the variability in epithelium
thickness and topographic thickness decreased by a
statistically significant margin and was more uniform.
We have theorized that epithelial hyperplasia in biome-
chanically unstable corneas (ie, increased epithelial
regrowth activity) might be associated with a more
elastic cornea.1 The laboratory and clinical findings of
increased corneal rigidity after CXL are widely
accepted,23–25 including in studies of accelerated high-
fluence CXL.26

In conclusion, we present the results in a compre-
hensive study of the postoperative development of
corneal epithelial thickness distribution after keratoco-
nus management using combined anterior corneal
normalization by topography-guided excimer abla-
tion and accelerated CXL. The epithelial healing pro-
cesses can be monitored by AS-OCT with ease in a
clinical setting, expanding the clinical application of
this technology. Our findings suggest less topographic
variability and overall reduced epithelial thickness
distribution in keratoconus eyes treated with CXL us-
ing the Athens protocol.

WHAT WAS KNOWN

! Postoperative epithelial remodeling after partial anterior
surface normalization with an excimer laser and high-
fluence CXL, assessed with high-frequency scanning
UBM, results in reduced overall epithelial thickness and
topographic variability.

WHAT THIS PAPER ADDS

! Detailed follow-up of Athens protocol–treated eyes up to 1
year confirmed previous ultrasound findings of the overall
thinner and smoother epithelial thickness profiles
compared with the profiles of untreated keratoconic eyes.

REFERENCES
1. Kanellopoulos AJ, Aslanides IM, Asimellis G. Correlation be-

tween epithelial thickness in normal corneas, untreated ectatic
corneas, and ectatic corneas previously treated with CXL; is
overall epithelial thickness a very early ectasia prognostic fac-
tor? Clin Ophthalmol 2012; 6:789–800. Available at: http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3373227/pdf/opth-6-789.
pdf. Accessed June 11, 2014

2. Kanellopoulos AJ. Long term results of a prospective random-
ized bilateral eye comparison trial of higher fluence, shorter
duration ultraviolet A radiation, and riboflavin collagen cross

Figure 3. Mean and center epithelial thicknesses in the 3 groups.
Error bars correspond to the SD (KCNZ keratoconus, no treatment).

Figure 4. Epithelial thickness variability and range in the 3 groups.
Error bars correspond to the SD (KCNZ keratoconus, no treatment).
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Group B andGroupCwas performed during the first clinical
visit.

Themain analysis report produced by the AS-OCT system
displayed total corneal (reported as pachymetry) and epithe-
lial 3-D thickness maps covering the 6.0 mm diameter area.
Corneal pachymetry was assessed by the central corneal
thickness (CCT) and minimum corneal thickness. Epithelial
thickness assessment comprised the following measure-
ments: pupil center, superior, inferior, minimum, maximum,
mean, peripheral, topographic thickness variability, and
epithelial thickness range. These data were collected as fol-
lows (Figure 2): Each thickness map was divided into 17 sec-
tions (2.0mmdiameter pupil center disk of 12.56mm2 area; 8
sectors [octants] within the annulus between the 2.0 mm and
5.0 mm zones, each of 8.24 mm2 areas; and 8 sectors [octants]
within the annulus of the 5.0 to 6.0 mm zones, each of
4.32 mm2 areas). For each of these sections, the mean epithe-
lial thicknesswas displayed numerically in integer formwith
a minimum difference of 1 mm over the corresponding area.

In this study, the reported center epithelium thickness was
taken from the integer indication over the center 2.0 mm
disk. The mean epithelial thickness was computed by the
mean of all segments, and the peripheral epithelial thickness
was computed by the mean of the thickness corresponding
to 18 equispaced points along the 5.0 mm radius (data har-
vested by mouse-over indication over the epithelial thick-
ness map). The superior, inferior, minimum, maximum,
and topographic epithelial thickness variability (computed
by the standard deviation [SD] of the 17 thickness values)
were provided in tabular form by the software of the
AS-OCT device (Figure 2). The thickness rangewas computed
as follows: minimum epithelial thickness –maximum epithe-
lial thickness.

Descriptive statistics, linear regression analysis to look for
possible correlations, paired analysis t tests, and analysis of
variance were performed using Minitab software (version
16.2.3, Minitab, Ltd.) and Origin Lab software (version 9,
Originlab Corp.). Paired-analysis P values less than 0.05
were considered an indication of statistically significant
results.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the CCT, minimum corneal thickness,
epithelial thicknesses, topographic thickness variability,

and epithelial thickness rangemeasured byAS-OCT in
the 3 groups.

Group A (Athens protocol) comprised 175 eyes, 74
of women and 101 of men. The mean patient age at
the time of surgery was 26.8 years G 7.2 (SD) (range
18 to 48 years). There were 87 right eyes and 88 left
eyes. The Athens protocol treatment was uneventful
in all cases.

Group B (untreated keratoconic) comprised 193
eyes, 92 of women and 101 of men. The mean patient
age at the time of examination was 31.1 G 9.9 years
(range 18.0 to 51.0 years). There were 91 right eyes
and 102 left eyes.

Group C (control) comprised 160 eyes, 67 of women
and 93 of men. The mean patient age at the time of ex-
amination was 35.45 G 9.55 years (range 18.0 to 52.0
years). There were 74 right eyes and 86 left eyes.

Epithelial Thickness

In Group A, the difference in the center epithelial
thickness between each postoperative timepoint was
statistically significant (all P!.05). The difference in
the mean center epithelial thickness (!4.31 mm; 95%
confidence interval [CI], !6.31 to !2.30) between
Group A 1 year after treatment and Group B at the
time of examination was statistically significant
(P!.05, 2-sample t test). The difference in the mean
center epithelial thickness (!4.75 mm, 95% CI, !6.59
to !2.92) between Group A 1 year after treatment
and Group C at the time of examination was also sta-
tistically significant (P!.05) (Figure 3).

In Group A, the difference in topographic thickness
variability between each postoperative timepoint was
statistically significant (all P!.05). Figure 4 shows the
epithelial thickness variability and range by group.

DISCUSSIONS

Until recently, high-frequency UBM had been the gold
standard for in vivo corneal epithelial 3-D imaging.12

The recent, rapid development and current high-
speed imaging capabilities of AS-OCT13–15 have
made acquisition of in vivo 3-D pachymetry corneal
maps reliable and fast.16–19 Software refinement also
enables clinical assessment of corneal asymmetry
and focal thinning parameters for keratoconus classifi-
cation.20 In addition, the higher axial resolution,
increased accuracy, and finer image-processing capa-
bilities of the current AS-OCT imaging systems have
enabled, among other things, 3-D imaging of epithelial
thickness.7

Epithelial thickness and irregularity indices (eg,
center and mean epithelial thickness, epithelial thick-
ness topographic irregularity, and thickness range)

Figure 2. Comparative AS-OCT epithelial thickness (mm) 3-D maps
shows an image from Group A taken 1 year postoperatively and
an image fromGroup B (IZ inferior; INZ inferior–nasal; ITZ infe-
rior–temporal; NZ nasal; SZ superior; SNZ superior–nasal; STZ
superior–temporal; T Z temporal).
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Kanellopoulos, et al: J Cataract Refract Surg.  doi: 10.1016/j.jcrs.

2014.01.041   

Optical coherence tomography–derived corneal thickness asymmetry 

indices: Clinical reference study of normal eyes. 

What was Known 

Corneal thickness asymmetry and focal thinning parameters, measured by detailed pachymetry 
provided by AS-OCT have been proposed for the keratoconus and ectasia screening.   

In healthy population studies employing Scheimpflug or HFU, a 23.2 µm apical pachymetry 
difference is reported to represent less than 5% of the population. 

What this Paper Adds 

Clinical investigation of corneal asymmetry and focal thinning in 561 normal eyes with current 
AS-OCT. 

Inferior and inferior-nasal thinning is on the average of 25 µm (95% confidence interval 1.2); Min-
Med index is on the average -21 µm (95% confidence interval 0.50); Min – Max is on the 
average of -60 µm (95% confidence interval 1.4).   

No statistically significant differences between corneal asymmetry exist between gender groups.  
The corneal asymmetry is increased in older patient groups. 
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 Kanellopoulos  et al: CORNEA-D-14-00356 (accepted for publication) 

OCT-derived Comparison of Corneal Thickness Distribution and 

Asymmetry Differences between Normal and Keratoconic Eyes 

What was Known 

Clinical investigation of corneal asymmetry and focal thinning in normal 
eyes with current AS-OCT. 

What this Paper Adds 
Investigation of distributions of OCT-derived corneal asymmetry and focal 

thinning parameters in a large pool of keratoconic patients . 

Correlate of the OCT indices with Scheimpflug-imaging derived 
keratoconus severity classification and anterior-surface irregularity 
indices. 

The OCT-derived corneal asymmetry and focal thinning indices correlate 
remarkably with established Scheimpflug imaging-derived anterior-
surface irregularity indices for keratoconus and keratoconus severity. 
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Kanellopoulos et al Clin Ophthalmol. 2013;7:1385-96   

Comparison of Placido disc and Scheimpflug image-derived topography-guided 

excimer laser surface normalization combined with higher fluence CXL: the 

Athens Protocol, in progressive keratoconus. 

What was Known 

Topography-guided partial anterior surface normalization employed along with same-session 
CXL. 

Placido-disc and Scheimpflug-camera primary data employed. 

What this Paper Adds 

One hundred eighty-one (181) consecutive keratoconic cases subjected to the Athens Protocol 
procedure. 

Two groups were formed, depending on the primary source for the topo-guided 
photoablation, a Placido disc group A, and a Scheimpflug group B. 

Topography-guided normalization of extreme cornea irregularity such as keratoconus, 
coupled with higher fluence CXL appears to be achieved with statistically-different higher 
efficacy when the Scheimpflug rotating camera (Oculyzer) is used with the WaveLight 
excimer laser platform. 
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Kanellopoulos et al Clin Ophthalmol.  2013;7:1539-48   

Revisiting keratoconus diagnosis and progression classification based on 

evaluation of corneal asymmetry indices, derived from Scheimpflug imaging in 

keratoconic and suspect cases. 

What was Known 

Rotating camera Scheimpflug imagery (Pentacam), provides a multitude of corneal 
refractive (keratometric), topometric, tomographic, and pachymetric data, 
grading and classification of keratoconus (TKC) based on Amsler-Krumeich 
criteria. 

Seven anterior-surface irregularity indices introduced. 

What this Paper Adds 

212 consecutive keratoconic cases investigated for seven anterior-surface 
irregularity indices. 

Correlation of anterior-surface irregularity indices with keratoconus severity 
classification suggests that the index of height decentration (IHD) and the index 
of surface variance (ISV) may be the best correlates to keratoconus severity. 
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A. John Kanellopoulos, Vassiliki Moustou, and George Asimellis 

J Kerat Ect Cor Dis 2013;2(3):95-103   

Evaluation of Visual Acuity, Pachymetry and Anterior-surface Irregularity in 

Keratoconus and Crosslinking Intervention Follow-up in 737 Cases. 

What was Known 

Rotating camera Scheimpflug imagery (Pentacam), provides a multitude of corneal refractive 
(keratometric), topometric, tomographic, and pachymetric data, grading and classification of 
keratoconus (TKC) based on Amsler-Krumeich criteria. 

Seven anterior-surface irregularity indices introduced. 

What this Paper Adds 

737 cases:  362 untreated keratoconic cases, 375 treated (Athens Protocol) eyes and 145 control 
eyes investigated for seven anterior-surface irregularity indices. 

Investigation of the possible correlations between visual acuity (UDVA & CDVA), corneal 
pachymetry, and IHD & ISV indices with keratoconus severity. 

Pachymetry and visual acuity may not be good indicators of KCN classification/progression. 

IHD & ISV may be better correlates in keratoconus screening, ectasia severity classification, and 
clinical keratoconus management follow-up. 
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A. John Kanellopoulos and George Asimellis 

J Refract Surg. 2014;30(2):88-92 

Keratoconus Management: Long Term Stability of Topography-Guided Normalization 

Combined with High Fluence CXL Stabilization (the Athens Protocol). 

What was Known 

Topography-guided partial anterior surface normalization employed along with same-session 
CXL stabilizes ectatic corneas and provides visual rehabilitation. 

No large, long-term study of stability. 

What this Paper Adds 

Two hundred thirty one (231) consecutive keratoconic cases subjected to the Athens Protocol 
procedure were investigated. 

Consistent trend towards improved visual rehabilitation, corneal flattening (validating ectasia 
arrest), and anterior-surface improvement. 

Pachymetry, Visual Acuity and Anterior-surface morphology stabilize after three- to six-
months postoperatively. 

Anterior-surface indices of IHD and ISV may offer quantitative assessment & validation. 
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A. John Kanellopoulos and George Asimellis 

J Refract Surg. 2014;30(5):342-46   

Corneal Refractive Power and Symmetry Changes Following Normalization of Ectasias 

Treated With Partial Topography-Guided PTK Combined With Higher-Fluence CXL (The 

Athens Protocol). 

What was Known 

Topography-guided partial anterior surface normalization employed along with same-session 
CXL stabilizes ectatic corneas and provides visual rehabilitation. 

Investigation of posterior-surface refractive changes not studied. 

What this Paper Adds 

Two hundred sixty seven (267) keratoconic eyes examined pre- and post-operatively (Athens 
Protocol) for anterior and posterior corneal keratometry. 

Highly correlated and elevated anterior and posterior keratometric values in the untreated 
KCN. 

Athens-Protocol treated keratoconic eyes show statistically significant anterior surface 
flattening. 

Residual posterior surface keratometric irregularity in the treated eyes. 
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A. John Kanellopoulos  and George Asimellis 

Case Rep Ophthalmol. 2013;4(3):199–209   

Forme Fruste Keratoconus Imaging and Validation via Novel Multi-spot 

Reflection Topography. 

What was Known 

FFKC may not be sufficiently detected by Placido- and Scheimpflug 
imaging. 

What this Paper Adds 
Novel, LED Spot Reflection topography imaging of FFKC and KCN 

patients 

The ease of use and comparable results offered by the LED topographer, in 
comparison to established Scheimpflug imaging and Placido 
topography systems, as well as the increased predictability that may be 
offered by the LED corneal imaging, may hold promise for wider 
clinical application, such as screening of young adults for early 
keratoconus and, in a much wider perspective, potential candidates for 
laser cornea refractive surgery 
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“Healthy” second eye of a 34yoFdoctor with KCN in the left 
Vision unchanged 20/20, no Kmax change 
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Dramatic deterioration of topometric asymmetry 
indices and especially IHD and ISV  
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Qualitative pachymetry changes 
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Revisiting keratoconus diagnosis and progression 

imaging in keratoconic and suspect cases
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Purpose: To survey the standard keratoconus grading scale (Pentacam®-derived Amsler–
Krumeich stages) compared to corneal irregularity indices and best spectacle-corrected distance 
visual acuity (CDVA).
Patients and methods: Two-hundred and twelve keratoconus cases were evaluated for 
keratoconus grading, anterior surface irregularity indices (measured by Pentacam imaging), 
and subjective refraction (measured by CDVA). The correlations between CDVA, keratometry, 
and the Scheimpflug keratoconus grading and the seven anterior surface Pentacam-derived 
topometric indices – index of surface variance, index of vertical asymmetry, keratoconus index, 
central keratoconus index, index of height asymmetry, index of height decentration, and index 
of minimum radius of curvature – were analyzed using paired two-tailed t-tests, coefficient of 
determination (r2), and trendline linearity.
Results: The average  standard deviation CDVA (expressed decimally) was 0.626  0.244 
for all eyes (range 0.10–1.00). The average flat meridian keratometry was (K1) 46.7  5.89 D; 
the average steep keratometry (K2) was 51.05  6.59 D. The index of surface variance and the 
index of height decentration had the strongest correlation with topographic keratoconus grading 
(P  0.001). CDVA and keratometry correlated poorly with keratoconus severity.
Conclusion: It is reported here for the first time that the index of surface variance and the index 
of height decentration may be the most sensitive and specific criteria in the diagnosis, progres-
sion, and surgical follow-up of keratoconus. The classification proposed herein may present a 
novel benchmark in clinical work and future studies.
Keywords: diagnosis and classification, Pentacam topometric indices, Amsler–Krumeich 
 keratoconus grading, surface variance, vertical asymmetry, keratoconus index, central 
 keratoconus index, height asymmetry, height decentration, minimum radius of curvature

Introduction
Keratoconus is described as a degenerative bilateral, progressive, noninflammatory 
corneal disorder characterized by ectasia, thinning, and increased curvature.1,2 It is 
associated with loss of visual acuity particularly in relation to progressive cornea 
irregularity,3,4 and usually is manifested asymmetrically between the two eyes of the 
same patient.5,6 Occasionally, the patient may present with symptoms of photophobia, 
glare, and monocular diplopia.

The problem of specificity and sensitivity of keratoconus assessment, particularly 
the diagnosis of early signs of ectasia and/or subclinical keratoconus, and for monitor-
ing the progression of the disease, has been extensively studied.7 The commonly used 
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A simple case of Central Cloudy dystrophy (Francois) 
illustrates the possible discrepancy between different 

imaging modalities  
Kanellopoulos AJ, Asimellis G CRO in press 2014 
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BASIC INVESTIGATION

In Vivo Three-Dimensional Corneal Epithelium Imaging
in Normal Eyes by Anterior-Segment Optical Coherence

Tomography: A Clinical Reference Study

Anastasios John Kanellopoulos, MD,*† and George Asimellis, PhD*

Purpose: To evaluate the safety and ef!cacy of real-time measure-
ment of corneal epithelial thickness and investigate the distribution
characteristics in a large normal-eye population using a clinically
available spectral-domain anterior-segment optical coherence tomog-
raphy (AS OCT) system.

Methods: Corneal epithelial thickness distribution and topographic
thickness variability were clinically investigated using AS OCT
imaging in 373 patients with normal, healthy eyes. Descriptive
statistics investigated 3 sets of subgroups, male (n = 171) and female
(n = 202), younger (n = 194) and older (n = 179), right eyes (n = 195)
and left eyes (n = 197).

Results: Pupil center epithelial thickness repeatability was an
average 0.88 6 0.71 mm; a similar repeatability was noted for the
superior, inferior, maximum, and minimum epithelial thickness. On
average, the pupil center epithelial thickness was 53.28 6 3.34 mm,
superior 51.86 6 3.78 mm, inferior 53.81 6 3.44 mm, minimum
48.65 6 4.54 mm, maximum 56.35 6 3.80 mm, and topographic
variability was 1.78 6 0.78 mm. Small differences were noted
between male (average center 54.10 6 3.34 mm) and female
(52.58 6 3.19 mm) subjects. The topographic thickness variability
seems to increase with age: younger group, 1.65 6 0.83 mm; older
group, 1.93 6 0.90 mm (P = 0.173).

Conclusions: We present a comprehensive investigation of corneal
epithelial thickness distribution characteristics in a healthy, untreated
human eye population by using in vivo, clinically available Fourier-
domain AS OCT. The 3-dimensional epithelial maps reveal epithelial
nonuniformity and provide a novel benchmark for future and com-
parative studies.

Key Words: anterior-segment optical coherence tomography, epi-
thelium imaging, epithelial thickness distribution, epithelial layer
thickness topography

(Cornea 2013;0:1–6)

The distribution of the corneal epithelial layer thickness can
be very useful in clinical1 and in basic research.2,3 Epithe-

lial thickness maps may be valuable in making close-call
clinical decisions and can aid in a safer screening of excimer-
laser corneal refractive surgery candidates. The reason for this
is the epithelial average thickness differences, and the topo-
graphic thickness irregularities,4 which may contribute
unevenly to the total corneal refractive power.

Several clinically available modalities may facilitate
in vivo corneal epithelial thickness measurement, including
scanning high-frequency ultrasound (HF-UBM),1 confocal
microscopy,5,6 and anterior-segment optical coherence tomog-
raphy (AS OCT),7,8 complementing corneal cross-sectional
imaging9,10 and pachymetry.11,12 The recent availability of cor-
neal epithelial imaging by AS OCT presents a practical tool for
clinical in vivo epithelial mapping, with the speed of optical
imaging and ease of use due to the noncontact nature.13–15

This study evaluates the clinical quantitative and qual-
itative 3-dimensional imaging of the corneal epithelial layer in
a large number of normal eyes by means of AS OCT. We
report here clinical results regarding epithelial thickness
mapping in normal corneas with a commercially available
AS OCT system. This study aims to investigate the accuracy
and precision of the epithelial thickness distribution in a large
pool of healthy eyes, and investigate gender and age speci!cs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This prospective study received the approval of the

Ethics Committee of our Institution, adherent to the tenets of
the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed written consent was
obtained from each subject at the time of the !rst clinical visit.

The study group (n = 373 different cases) consisted of
patients with unoperated, normal eyes with no current or past
ocular pathology other than refractive error, no previous sur-
gery, and no present irritation or dry eye disorder, all con!rmed
by a complete ophthalmologic evaluation. Contact lens wearers
were excluded. To avoid potential artifacts (eg, because of
possible drop instillation), OCT imaging preceded the ocular
clinical examination.

The Fourier-domain AS OCT system RTVue-100
(Optovue Inc, Fremont, CA), running on analysis and report
software version A6 (9.0.27), was used in the study. Data
output included total corneal and epithelial thickness maps
corresponding to a 6-mm diameter area. The settings were
L-Cam lens, 8 meridional B-scans per acquisition, consisting
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of 1024 A-scans each with 5-mm axial resolution. All meas-
urements were performed by the same trained investigator.
Four consecutive individual acquisitions were obtained in
each case to investigate repeatability and data validity.

Descriptive statistics, linear regression analysis to seek
possible correlations, and analysis of variance between
subgroups were performed by Minitab version 1.6.1 (Mini-
Tab Ltd, Coventry, United Kingdom) and Origin Lab version
9 (OriginLab Corp, Northampton, MA). Paired analysis
P values ,0.05 were considered an indication of statistically
signi!cant results.

RESULTS
The 373-strong study group consisted of 202 female

and 171 male patients. The mean age of all the patients at
the time of examination was 41.89 6 20.55 years (range,
4–86 years). There were 195 right [oculus dexter (OD)] and
178 left [oculus sinister (OS)] eyes. The average refractive
error was 21.25 6 0.75 diopters.

In all cases, after correct !xation and centering, acqui-
sition time was in the order of 10 seconds. No patient reported
or expressed discomfort reservations regarding this noncontact
measurement. The main analysis report produced by the
system displayed total corneal (reported as pachymetry) and
epithelial 3-dimensional thickness maps covering the 6-mm
diameter area, examples of which are provided in Figure 1.
After acquisition, such a report was furnished in ,1 minute.

As shown in Figure 1, each pachymetry map is divided
into 17 sectors. Speci!cally, these are the 2-mm diameter
pupil center disk of 12.56-mm2 area, 8 sectors within the
annulus between the 2- and 5-mm zones, each of 8.24-mm2

area, and 8 sectors within the annulus of 5- to 6-mm zones,
each of a 4.32-mm2 area. For each one of these sectors, the
average thickness is displayed numerically over the corre-
sponding area. In our study, the reported “epithelium center”
thickness corresponded to the numeric indication over the
center disk. The superior, inferior, minimum (Min), maximum

(Max) thickness, and the topographic thickness variability
[standard deviation (SD) over the entire imaged area] were
obtained by the statistics report, located at the lower left corner
table, as shown in Figure 1.

Repeatability Assessment
The intraindividual repeatability for the epithelium

center, superior, inferior, maximum, minimum, and the
topographic thickness variability was evaluated by the SD of
4 consecutive acquisitions in each case. As given in Table 1,
the epithelium thickness had an average repeatability for
center 0.88 6 0.71 mm, superior 1.01 6 0.87 mm, inferior
0.83 6 0.77 mm, minimum 1.216 1.00 mm, maximum 1.176
1.10 mm, and topographic thickness variability 0.266 0.22 mm,
respectively.

Epithelial Thickness Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistical analysis of epithelial central, supe-

rior, inferior, minimum, maximum, and topographic thickness
variabilities was evaluated by the average of 4 consecutive
acquisitions in each case. As given in Table 2 (rows 2–5), the
center epithelial thickness was on average 53.28 6 3.34 mm,
superior 51.866 3.78 mm, inferior 53.816 3.44 mm, minimum
48.65 6 4.54 mm, maximum 56.35 6 3.80 mm, and topo-
graphic thickness variability 1.78 6 0.78 mm. These results
are also shown in the form of box plots in Figure 2. The
relationship between topographic variability and age is
described by the scatter and !tted line plot describing epithelial
topographic thickness variability versus patient age in Figure 3.

The sample was subsequently divided into 2 gender-
speci!c groups: group F consisting of the female (n = 202),
and group M consisting of the male population (n = 171). In
these groups, different epithelial distributions were observed,
as given in Table 2 (rows 6–13). Speci!cally for group F,
the epithelial thickness at the pupil center was on average
52.58 6 3.19 mm, superior 51.03 6 3.78 mm, inferior
53.17 6 3.33 mm, minimum 47.64 6 4.89 mm, maximum

FIGURE 1. Details from the analysis software main report, showing corneal and epithelial 3-dimensional pachymetry maps over
the 6-mm corneal diameter. The symbol * indicates the thickness minimum (both corneal and epithelial maps), and the symbol +
indicates the thickness maximum (epithelial map only).
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48.75 6 4.45 mm, maximum 55.85 6 3.97 mm, and topo-
graphic thickness variability, 1.65 6 0.83 mm. For the older
group O, the center epithelial thickness was 53.646 3.21 mm,
superior 52.006 3.81 mm, inferior 54.066 3.35 mm, minimum
48.55 6 4.64 mm, maximum 56.89 6 3.54 mm, and topo-
graphic thickness variability 1.93 6 0.90 mm. Comparative
box plots between all cases, the younger group Y (194 patients)
and the older group O (179 patients), illustrating the above
results are presented in Supplemental Digital Content 2 (see
Figure, http://links.lww.com/ICO/A145). The statistical analysis
between the younger and the older groups suggested a statisti-
cally signi!cant topographic thickness variability at the
0.05 level of signi!cance (0.01 , P , 0.05).

A third set of groups was formed on the basis of the
right/left eye. Speci!cally, groups OD consisting of the 195
right and group OS of the 178 left eyes were formed. The
results are summarized in Table 2 (rows 22–29). There was
not enough evidence to conclude the statistical difference
between respective epithelial thickness values. For example,
the 2-sample t test between the center epithelial thickness had

P = 0.036 and between topographic thickness variability had
P = 0.291.

We subsequently compared the epithelial thickness for
same-patient right and left eyes, and computed the corre-
sponding thickness differences, speci!cally for the right
(OD) eye minus the corresponding value for the left (OS)
eye. The average epithelial thickness OD–OS difference at
the center was 20.58 6 1.58 mm, superior 20.73 6
1.78 mm, inferior 20.40 6 1.75 mm, minimum 20.33 6
1.88 mm, maximum 20.69 6 2.21, and topographic vari-
ability 20.08 6 0.54 mm.

DISCUSSION
Accurate and repeatable quantitative assessment of

corneal epithelial thickness distribution has been a challenge
for clinicians and researchers.16 Until recently, the gold stan-
dard for in vivo 3-dimensional epithelial has been HF-UBM,
which, however, requires "uid coupling between the ocular
surface and the imaging instrument.1,4 Other clinical in vivo

FIGURE 2. Box plot describing central, superior,
inferior, minimum, and maximum epithelial
thickness for all 373 cases. The median level is
displayed numerically and indicated by , aver-
age by , the 95% median confidence range box
by the red borderline, and the interquartile inter-
vals range box by the black borderline. All units are
in micrometers.

FIGURE 3. Scatter and fitted line plot describing
the epithelial layer thickness topographic vari-
ability versus patient age with 95% confidence
intervals and 95% prediction intervals.
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In Vivo 3-Dimensional Corneal Epithelial Thickness
Mapping as an Indicator of Dry Eye: Preliminary

Clinical Assessment

ANASTASIOS JOHN KANELLOPOULOS AND GEORGE ASIMELLIS

! PURPOSE: To evaluate in vivo epithelial thickness in dry
eye by anterior segment optical coherence tomography.
! DESIGN: Observational, retrospective case-control study.
! METHODS: Two age-matched groups of female
subjects, 70 eyes each, age z 55 years, were studied in
clinical practice setting: a control (unoperated, no ocular
pathology) and a dry eye group (clinically confirmed dry
eye, unoperated and no other ocular pathology). Corneal
epithelium over the entire cornea was topographically
imaged via a novel anterior segment optical coherence
tomography (AS-OCT) system. Average, central, and
peripheral epithelial thickness as well as topographic
epithelial thickness variability were measured.
! RESULTS: For the control group, central epithelial thick-
ness was 53.0 ± 2.7 mm (45-59 mm). Average epithelium
thickness was 53.3 ± 2.7 mm (46.7-59.6 mm). Topo-
graphic thickness variability was 1.9 ± 1.1 mm
(0.7-6.1 mm). For the dry eye group, central epithelial
thickness was 59.5 ± 4.2 mm (50-72 mm) and average
thickness was 59.3 ± 3.4 mm (51.4-70.5 mm). Topo-
graphic thickness variability was 2.5 ± 1.5 mm
(0.9-6.9mm). All pair tests of respective epithelium thick-
ness metrics between the control and dry eye group show
statistically significant difference (P < .05).
! CONCLUSIONS: This study, based on very user-friendly,
novel AS-OCT imaging, indicates increased epithelial
thickness in dry eyes. The ease of use and the improved
predictability offered by AS-OCT epithelial imaging may
be a significant clinical advantage. Augmented epithelial
thickness in the suspect casesmay be employed as an objec-
tive clinical indicator of dry eye. (Am J Ophthalmol
2014;157:63–68. ! 2014 by Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.)

D RY EYE IS A MULTIFACTORIAL DISEASE OF THE

tears and ocular surface that results in symptoms
of discomfort, visual disturbance, and tear film

instability with potential damage to the ocular surface. It
is accompanied by increased osmolarity of the tear film
and inflammation of the ocular surface.1

Dry eye is responsible for significant population morbidity
and is a common clinical problem for eye clinicians. Besides
the significant symptoms and toll on quality of life, it may
present significant challenges in refractive surgery patient
assessment.2 As reported in the peer-review literature,3–7

its manifestations may range from episodic and mild
condition to chronic and severe disease: the disorder can
be presented with any or many symptoms of visual
disturbance and blurred vision, eye discomfort, irritation,
foreign body sensation, ocular surface damage, redness,
excess tearing, and photosensitivity.
Epidemiologic review studies estimate the prevalence of

dry eye disease between 4% and 33%, largely depending,
among other factors, on the diagnosis mode, the geographic
locale,8,9 age, and sex, being most prominent in the
middle-aged (over age 45 years) female populace.10–12

Several clinically available modalities may facilitate
in vivo measurement of corneal epithelium, including
high-frequency scanning ultrasound biomicroscopy
(HF-UBM),13 anterior segment optical coherence tomog-
raphy (AS-OCT),14 and confocal microscopy through
focusing (CMTF).15,16 In the clinical practice, epithelial
evaluation is limited by the resolution and the variability
of the ocular surface tests.17

In pursuit of an objective, repeatable, and quantitative
clinical test that may aid in the differential diagnosis of
dry eye, we introduce the concept of corneal epithelial
thickness as a possible tool in dry eye assessment.We report
herein initial clinical results regarding 3-dimensional
corneal epithelial thickness mapping in dry eye corneas
with a newly commercially available anterior segment
optical coherence tomography system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

THIS OBSERVATIONAL, RETROSPECTIVE CASE-CONTROL

study received approval by the Ethics Committee of our
Institution (LaserVision.gr Eye Institute), and was
adherent to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Written informed consent was obtained from each subject
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DISCUSSION

THE CHALLENGE OF OBJECTIVE DRY EYE ASSESSMENT HAS

been argued in length. The current options of the clinical
investigator includes slit-lamp observations, osmolarity
test, tear-film breakup time measurement, Schirmer lacri-
mation test, corneal and conjunctival staining, meibomian
grading, and Ocular Surface Disease Index.10 Research
evidence suggests that clinical dry eye symptoms alone
may be insufficient for the diagnosis and management of
dry eye, and there is argument for a consensus of newer
metrics that may better reflect the differential discrimina-
tion of the disease.18

One suchpossible element indiagnosis is overall epithelial
thickness, aswell as the topographic distribution of epithelial
thickness. For example, atopic keratoconjunctivitis has been
associatedwith significant alterations of the basal epithelium
and subbasal and stromal corneal nerves, related to the
changes in tear functions and corneal sensitivity.19

Very little is reported, however, in the peer-review liter-
ature on the subject matter of entire corneal area in vivo
measurement of epithelial thickness, particularly in rela-
tionship with dry eye. This can be justified by the fact
that neither HF-UBM nor AS-OCT nor CMTF techniques
have been fully applicable and/or with a commercially
available mode for this use, as well as the fact that some

(eg, HF-UBM) employ instrument or fluid interface
contact with the epithelium. We have not identified, for
example, reported correlation of dry eye and HF-UBM
measurements. CMTF has been restricted in this applica-
tion because of the degraded precision by eye movement
during the long acquisition time; in addition, other avail-
able clinical evaluation techniques for the corneal epithe-
lium either are invasive or require contact between the
probe and the ocular surface, and thus cannot provide
precise in vivo measurement of the epithelial thickness.20

In a confocal laser scanning microscopy study in dry
eye,21 the mean superficial and intermediate epithelial
cell densities in the central cornea in the dry eye groups
were significantly lower than in normal participants. Dry
eye corneas showed significant alterations, presumably
attributable to increased desquamation of the superficial
cell layer.
Reports on entire corneal epithelium imaging via

AS-OCT, a novel entity, have been also few. In most of
these studies, investigator-modified software/hardware22–24

or caliper software measurement techniques25,26 have
been employed (for example, by manually placing cursors
to measure epithelial thickness in each location).
The recent availability of full-cornea corneal epithelial

thickness imaging by AS-OCT potentially presents a prac-
tical clinical tool for qualitative (by examination of the

FIGURE 1. Representative corneal total thickness maps (left) and corneal epithelium thickness maps (right) of (Top) a ‘‘normal’’
patient from Group A and (Bottom) a dry eye patient from Group B, as provided by the optical coherence tomography system report.
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Optical coherence tomography–derived
corneal thickness asymmetry indices:
Clinical reference study of normal eyes

Anastasios John Kanellopoulos, MD, Marianthi Chiridou, OD, George Asimellis, PhD

PURPOSE: To determine 3-dimensional corneal pachymetry distribution characteristics in a large
pool of healthy normal patients.

SETTING: Private practice, Athens, Greece.

DESIGN: Prospective case series.

METHODS: Spectral-domain anterior segment optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT) was used
for measurements of central (CCT) and minimum corneal thickness, thickness asymmetry indices
for superonasal–inferotemporal (SN–IT) and superior–inferior (S–I), and focal thinning indices
(Min–Med focal thinning, Min–Max thickness range).

RESULTS: The study enrolled 561 eyes. The mean values were CCT, 537.17 mm G 30.99 (SD)
(range 447.0 to 654.0 mm); minimum corneal thickness, 529.01 G 30.02 mm (range 435.0 to
644.0 mm); SN–IT, 26.32 G 15.06 mm (range !23.0 to 97.0 mm); S–I, 25.34 G 15.06 mm (range
!36.0 to 93.0 mm); Min–Med, !20.70 G 5.99 mm (range !7.0 to !50.0 mm); Min–Max, !59.79
G 16.55 mm (range!156.0 to!23.0 mm). There were significant age-related differences; the mean
SN–IT was 22.19G 12.40 mm (range!6.0 to 63.0 mm) in the younger group and 30.44G 15.07 mm
(range !4.0 to 97.0 mm) in the older group (PZ.002). The mean S–I was 21.47 G 12.92 mm
(range !5.0 to 70.0 mm) and 29.76G 16.27 mm (range!8.0 to 93.0 mm), respectively (PZ.001).

CONCLUSIONS: Corneal-thickness asymmetry distribution in a healthy eye population obtained by
Fourier-domain AS-OCT showed increased asymmetry in the older group; the asymmetry was not
sex dependent. These findings may provide a benchmark for future comparative studies.

Financial Disclosures: Dr. Kanellopoulos is a consultant to Alcon Laboratories, Inc., Allergan, Inc.,
Avedro, Inc., Keramed, Inc., and i-Optics. No other author has a financial or proprietary interest in
any material or method mentioned.
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The corneal screening method of anterior segment
optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT) provides
accurate assessment of structural1–3 and topographic
changes in eyes with various corneal disorders,
such as ectasia and keratoconus,4 as well as com-
pensates for intraocular pressure5 and calculates
the risk for progression to glaucoma in patients
with ocular hypertension.6 A distinguishing corneal
pachymetric feature in keratoconus is asymmetry
and focal thinning manifested inferotemporally;
quantification of this characteristic pattern may be
useful in keratoconus diagnosis and ectasia risk
assessment.7,8 Four quantitative parameters calcu-
lated by AS-OCT pachymetry have been proposed

for keratoconus diagnosis.9 Specifically, these
indices are (1) superior–inferior (S–I), which is the
mean superior octant thickness minus the mean
inferior thickness; (2) superonasal–inferotemporal
(SN–IT), which is the mean superior–nasal octant
thickness minus the mean of the inferior–temporal
thickness; (3) Min–Med focal thinning, defined as
the minimum corneal thickness minus the median
corneal thickness; and (4) Min–Max, which is the
thickness range, or global thinning, and is defined
as the minimum corneal thickness minus the
maximum corneal thickness.

This study aimed to identify the normal values
and distribution of the AS-OCT–derived corneal
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Min–Max obtained with the AS-OCT system; Figure 2
shows boxplots of these data. The negative signs for
the Min–Med and Min–Max parameters were the
result of the definition adopted by the AS-OCT
software, which was preserved in this study for
conformity. Figure 3 shows histogram plots of the
distribution of these indices in the entire cohort.

Sex and Age Dependence

Sex Group F comprised 315 women and Group M,
246 men. In Group F, the mean values were CCT,
536.71 G 28.61 mm (range 463.0 to 596.0 mm); mini-
mum corneal thickness, 528.83 G 27.44 mm (range
454.0 to 583.0 mm); SN–IT, 26.34 G 14.55 mm (range
!6.0 to 97.0 mm); S–I, 25.36 G 14.90 mm (range !8.0
to 93.0 mm); Min–Med, !20.27 G 5.82 mm (range
!7.0 to !50.0 mm); and Min–Max, !58.98 G 16.29 mm
(range !156.0 to !27.0 mm).

In Group M, the mean values were CCT, 537.77 G
33.85 mm (range 447.0 to 654.0 mm); minimum
corneal thickness, 529.25 G 33.09 mm (range 435.0
to 644.0 mm); SN–IT, 27.00 G 14.43 mm (range !2.0
to 72.0 mm); S–I, 26.67 G 15.95 mm (range !8.0 to
70.0 mm); Min–Med, !21.25 G 6.16 mm (range !9.0
to !46.0 mm); and Min–Max, !60.82 G 16.86 mm
(range !124.0 to !23.0 mm).

There was no statistically significant difference
in the focal thinning indices between Group F and
Group M. The 2-sample t test P values comparing

Group F and Group M were 0.37 for SN–IT, 1.08 for
S–I, 0.06 for Min–Med, and 0.20 for Min–Max.

Age Group Y comprised 259 eyes and Group O, 302
eyes. Table 1 shows the values for the indices in these
2 subgroups. The differences in the corneal asymmetry
and focal thinning indices were statistically significant
between Group Y and Group O as follows: SN–IT,
PZ.0020; S–I, PZ.0012; Min–Med, PZ.0025; and
Min–Max, PZ.0026 (all 2-sample t test).

Bases on the above results, a regression analysis of
the OCT-derived corneal asymmetry and focal thin-
ning indices against age as the independent variable
was performed. Specifically, the regression slope, cor-
relation coefficient (r2), and statistical significance (P)
of the regression correlation for the indices were as
follows: SN–IT, slope 0.591 G 0.02, r2 Z 0.584,
P!.001; S–I, slope 0.588 G 0.02, r2 Z 0.5031,
P!.001; Min–Med, slope !0.256 G 0.01, r2 Z
0.604, P!.001; Min–Max, slope !0.508 G 0.03, r2 Z
0.425, P!.001.

DISCUSSION

Since the first report of anterior segment imaging by
OCT,10 continuous, rapid developments and current
high-speed imaging capabilities of AS-OCT11–13 have
allowed acquisition of in vivo corneal 3-D pachymetry
maps with the reliability and speed required in a clin-
ical setting.14–18 Pachymetry (corneal thickness) mea-
surements with OCT have been shown to have

Figure 1. Definitions of SN–IT and
S–I corneal asymmetry indices ob-
tained by AS-OCT corneal 3-D pa-
chymetry maps (6.0 mm diameter)
(I Z inferior; IN Z inferonasal; IT
Z inferotemporal; Min-Max Z
thickness range, or global thinning,
defined as the minimum corneal
thickness minus the maximum
corneal thickness; Min-Median Z
focal thinning, defined as the mini-
mum corneal thickness minus the
median corneal thickness; SZ supe-
rior; S-I Z superior–inferior; SN-IT
Z superonasal–inferotemporal; ST Z
superotemporal; T Z temporal).

3OCT-DERIVED CORNEAL IRREGULARITY STUDY

J CATARACT REFRACT SURG - VOL -, - 2014

values of corneal-thickness asymmetry alone may
lack specificity and sensitivity, they may serve for
screening large populations or for screening for ab-
normalities. Therefore, our study of OCT analysis of
the asymmetry and thinning indices in a large healthy
population might serve as a reference for future
studies comparing such data in eyes with pathologic
corneal disorders. One initial observation is that the
so-called “normal” corneal thickness range has a
wide distribution. The mean CCT in our study ranged
from 447.0 to 654.0 mm, with a mean of 537.17 mm
and an SD of G30.99 mm; these findings are in agree-
ment with those in previous studies.5,20 A similar large
spread in the minimum corneal thickness was
observed.

Our study established the inferior thinning and
inferior–nasal thinning of the normal cornea, which
was, on average, 25 mm. In a previous study of a
healthy population using Scheimpflug imaging,26 a
23.2 mm apical pachymetry difference was reported
in less than 5% of the population. The S–I asymmetry
reported in our study agrees with findings in other
studies showing that the thinnest corneal pachymetry
is slightly inferior in normal eyes. These studies used
Scheimpflug imaging7 or high-frequency scanning
ultrasound.27

The index measurements by AS-OCT as well as
the confidence interval (CI) analysis showed that the
Min–Med index had the lowest intraindividual SD
(1.75 G 1.51 mm), the smallest CI (0.50 mm), and the
highest coefficient of correlation (r2 Z 0.604).

There were no statistically significant differences in
the corneal asymmetry indices between the sex sub-
groups; these not significant differences were on the
order of G2.0% of the relative values. However,
when comparing the younger age group with the
entire sample, the SN–IT index and the S–I index
were reduced by!4.44 mmand!4.46 mm, respectively
(corresponding to approximately 17%), indicating an
overall trend toward a less asymmetric thickness pro-
file in the younger population. The same comparison
between the older age group and the entire sample
found that the SN–IT index and the S–I index were
elevated by C3.81 mm and C3.83 mm, respectively
(corresponding to approximately 15%), indicating an
overall corneal thickness increase in asymmetry with
advancing age. More important, the 2-paired analysis
of the same parameters comparing the older group
and the younger group showed statistically significant
differences. The regression analysis found that the
mean correlation coefficient between the corneal
asymmetry and focal thinning indices was in the range
of 0.5 to 0.6, indicating that age is a possible factor in
corneal asymmetry in a healthy population.

Figure 3.Optical coherence tomography–derived corneal asymmetry
and thinning indices for the 561 cases (Min-MaxZ thickness range, or
global thinning, defined as the minimum corneal thickness minus the
maximum corneal thickness; Min-Med Z focal thinning, defined as
the minimum corneal thickness minus the median corneal thickness;
S-I Z superior–inferior; SN-IT Z superonasal–inferotemporal).

5OCT-DERIVED CORNEAL IRREGULARITY STUDY
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OCT-derived Comparison of Corneal Thickness 
Distribution and Asymmetry Differences between Normal

(175) and Keratoconic Eyes(175) 
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Results: 

Increased overall epithelial thickness in 
keratoconic eyes, in comparison to normal, was 
documented, with potential particular clinical 
importance in relation to milder and/or suspect 
stages of keratoconus. Increased topographic 
thickness variability and range was found to be in 
tight correlation with keratoconus severity.  
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Pachymetric maps 
OD=“normal”           OS= KCN  

ART Max = Thinnest / pachymetric index of progression!
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Brillouin Microscopy of Collagen Crosslinking:
Noncontact Depth-Dependent Analysis of Corneal Elastic
Modulus

Giuliano Scarcelli,1,2 Sabine Kling,3 Elena Quijano,1 Roberto Pineda,4 Susana Marcos,3

and Seok Hyun Yun1,2,5

PURPOSE. Corneal collagen crosslinking (CXL) is designed to
halt the progression of keratoconus and corneal ectasia by
inducing corneal stiffening. However, it currently is difficult to
monitor and evaluate CXL outcome objectively due to the lack
of suitable methods to characterize corneal mechanical
properties. We validated noncontact Brillouin microscopy to
quantify corneal mechanical properties before and after CXL.

METHODS. CXL was performed on fresh porcine eyes using
various presoaking times and light doses, with or without
epithelial debridement. From Brillouin maps of corneal elastic
modulus, stiffness and average modulus of anterior, middle,
and posterior stroma were analyzed. Corneal stiffening index
(CSI) was introduced as a metric to compare the mechanical
efficacy of a given CXL protocol with respect to the standard
protocol (30-minute riboflavin presoak, 3 mW/cm2 ultraviolet
illumination for 30 minutes).

RESULTS. Brillouin corneal stiffness increased significantly (P <
0.001) by epi-off and epi-on CXL. The increase of Brillouin
modulus was depth-dependent, indicating that anterior stromal
stiffening contributes the most to mechanical outcome. The
increase of anterior Brillouin modulus was linearly proportion-
al to the light dose (R2 > 0.98). Compared to the standard epi-
off procedure, a typical epi-on procedure resulted in a third of
stiffness increase in porcine corneas (CSI ! 33).

CONCLUSIONS. Brillouin microscopy allowed imaging and quan-
tifying CXL-induced mechanical changes without contact in a
depth-dependent manner at high spatial resolution. This
technique may be useful to evaluate the mechanical outcomes
of CXL procedures, to compare different crosslinking agents,

and for real-time monitoring of CXL in clinical and experimen-
tal settings. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2013;54:1418–1425)
DOI:10.1167/iovs.12-11387

The decrease of corneal mechanical stability has a critical
role in the onset and progression of keratoconus and post-

LASIK ectasia.1 Corneal collagen crosslinking (CXL) is a
promising treatment that aims at stopping the progression of
ectasia by increasing corneal stiffness.2 CXL induces the
formation of covalent bonds between collagen fibers in the
corneal stroma by photoactivation of a photosensitizer, such as
riboflavin. The increased number of the crosslinks increases the
elastic modulus of the corneal tissue. CXL has been approved in
Europe and is under clinical trials in the United States. The
majority of CXL procedures follow the original ‘‘Dresden’’
protocol described by Wollensak et al.3 Over the past decade,
studies following the long-term clinical outcome of the treatment
have shown that the CXL procedure effectively stops progression
of ectasia in the majority of patients.4–6 Recently, however, a
great deal of interest has been placed towards devising new CXL
protocols to minimize the damage to keratocytes and to reduce
the recovery time post intervention.7–10 In this respect, a central
role is played by the epithelium: because the epithelium
represents a major barrier for the diffusion of photosensitizers
into the stroma, the standard Dresden protocol involves the
removal of the epithelium, which results in delayed recovery and
increased risks of infections; novel CXL procedures try to solve
this issue by chemically loosening epithelial junctions,7,10 or by
custom epithelial debridement.9

Despite the advance in CXL, it has been difficult to measure,
monitor, and optimize the defining feature that drives the
clinical outcome of the different CXL protocols, that is corneal
mechanical stiffening, due to the lack of noninvasive mechan-
ical characterization tools able to assess the performance of
different protocols in vivo.

Mechanical measurements traditionally are macroscopic
and destructive.11 Recently, a widespread effort to achieve a
noninvasive test of corneal mechanical properties has been
put forward. An ocular response analyzer measures corneal
hysteresis.12 Corneal hysteresis has been shown to correlate
with CXL and advanced keratoconus,13,14 but its clinical
usefulness remains questionable.15,16 Anterior segment imag-
ing combined with an air puff has allowed dynamic
measurements of corneal deformation, showing different
deformation parameters in untreated corneas and crosslinked
corneas.17 This technique allows for in vivo measurements,
but it remains challenging to determine the corneal biome-
chanical properties from the deformation images due to the
contributions of the corneal geometry and intraocular
pressure among other factors.17 (Roberts CJ, et al. IOVS
2011;52:ARVO E-Abstract 4384). Other techniques based on
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Brillouin Optical Microscopy for Corneal Biomechanics

Giuliano Scarcelli,1,2 Roberto Pineda,3 and Seok Hyun Yun1,2,4

PURPOSE. The mechanical properties of corneal tissue are
linked to prevalent ocular diseases and therapeutic procedures.
Brillouin microscopy is a novel optical technology that enables
three-dimensional mechanical imaging. In this study, the feasi-
bility of this noncontact technique was tested for in situ quan-
titative assessment of the biomechanical properties of the cor-
nea.

METHODS. Brillouin light-scattering involves a spectral shift pro-
portional to the longitudinal modulus of elasticity of the tissue.
A 532-nm single-frequency laser and a custom-developed ultra-
high-resolution spectrometer were used to measure the Brill-
ouin frequency. Confocal scanning was used to perform Brill-
ouin elasticity imaging of the corneas of whole bovine eyes.
The longitudinal modulus of the bovine corneas was compared
before and after riboflavin corneal collagen photo-cross-link-
ing. The Brillouin measurements were then compared with
conventional stress–strain mechanical test results.

RESULTS. High-resolution Brillouin images of the cornea were
obtained, revealing a striking depth-dependent variation of
the elastic modulus across the cornea. Along the central axis,
the Brillouin frequency shift varied gradually from 8.2 GHz
in the epithelium to 7.5 GHz near the endothelium. The coef-
ficients of the down slope were measured to be approximately
1.09, 0.32, and 2.94 GHz/mm in the anterior, posterior, and
innermost stroma, respectively. On riboflavin collagen cross-
linking, marked changes in the axial Brillouin profiles (P !
0.001) were noted before and after cross-linking.

CONCLUSIONS. Brillouin imaging can assess the biomechanical
properties of cornea in situ with high spatial resolution. This
novel technique has the potential for use in clinical diagnostics
and treatment monitoring. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2012;
53:185–190) DOI:10.1167/iovs.11-8281

The current standard of corneal diagnosis is structural anal-
ysis, by pachymetry1 and tomography,2 to measure corneal

thickness and curvature. In addition to structure, the biome-
chanical properties of the cornea are also important indicators
of corneal health. Keratoconus is a degenerative condition that
involves a loss of corneal rigidity. Corneal ectasia, which can
occur as a rare but serious complication of refractive surgery,
results from a decrease in corneal stiffness. Corneal cross-

linking is a procedure that increases the elastic modulus of the
cornea to prevent ectasia.3–5 It has been used in the treatment
of keratoconus and ectasia after refractive surgery. A noninva-
sive device that could measure corneal biomechanical proper-
ties3 would be highly useful in the clinic.6

Most of our current knowledge on the mechanical proper-
ties of the cornea came from modeling7 or ex vivo experimen-
tal studies performed with stress–strain tests,8 dynamic rheom-
etry, and other mechanical tests.9,10 As the compelling clinical
need of biomechanical information has increased,6 various in
vivo techniques have been under active development. The
ocular response analyzer11 (ORA; Reichert, DePew, NY) uses
an air puff to induce pressure on the corneal surface and
optically measures the time-dependent deformation of the cor-
nea. However, its sensitivity and clinical usefulness remain
questionable.12–14 Several elastography techniques are cur-
rently under development.15–18 Ultrasound has long been in-
vestigated,19 but thus far is difficult to use in vivo because of its
low sensitivity and resolution. However, more sophisticated
techniques such as quantitative ultrasound spectroscopy con-
tinue to be investigated.20

In this context, we have recently developed a novel tech-
nique termed Brillouin optical microscopy that can measure
the viscoelastic properties by probing the hypersonic acoustic
waves inherently present in the sample.21 Like ultrasound
spectroscopy, Brillouin microscopy can determine intrinsic
viscoelastic properties decoupled from the structural informa-
tion and applied pressure. In contrast, it can measure the local
acoustic properties with much higher spatial resolution and
sensitivity, and the measurement is performed optically with-
out the need for acoustic transducers or physical contact with
the cornea. Vaughan and Randall22 have measured the Brillouin
spectra of excised cornea and lens. The conventional Brillouin
instruments had extremely slow data acquisition, requiring 10
to 60 minutes to obtain a single Brillouin spectrum. Brillouin
microscopy drastically improved the data acquisition time to
less than a second,23 allowing spatially resolved analysis.

We report our investigation of corneal biomechanics using
Brillouin microscopy. For this work, we constructed a tabletop
instrument combining a simple confocal microscope with a
high-speed spectrometer. Using Brillouin microscopy on fresh
bovine whole eyes ex vivo, we showed, to our knowledge for
the first time in situ, the ability to image corneal elasticity in
three dimensions and measure the depth-dependent variation
of elastic modulus within the cornea. We also demonstrate the
feasibility of monitoring riboflavin-assisted corneal cross-link-
ing procedures, using Brillouin microscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Brillouin Elastic Modulus
Brillouin light-scattering arises from the interaction of incident light
with propagating thermodynamic fluctuations, also known as acoustic
phonons, in the sample material. The Brillouin-scattered light is char-
acterized by a frequency shift, ", which is related to the longitudinal
elastic modulus, M# (the real part of complex modulus), of the sample
via23–25
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Biomechanical assessment of CXL!
Other options currently evaluated: Pascal ORA, Corvis!
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Brillouin spectrometer 
Commercial device by Avedro in 2014 
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Treat real FFKC? Probably not 
treat mild or suspect KCN? 

Young patients: under 20 I would recommend CXL  
Over 20: At any evidence of progression (follow-up 
20-25 every 3 months, 25-35 every 6 months, > 35 
every 1 year or if the patient experiences change in 
vision or its quality) 
Older patients (>40): if asymptomatic observe 
every few years. If visual symptoms deteriorate 
despite stability of imaging: CXL or Athens Protocol 
(topo-guided PTK + CXL) 
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The Athens Protocol for “mild” KCN 
topo-guided PTK+high fluence CXL 
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Epithelium-on treatments 

4 minutes Paracel (0.1% ribo + BAK) 

8 minutes Vibex Xtra (0.25% ribo) 

Very high fluence pulsed transepithelial CXL 
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“Currently my sensitive criteria” 
for KCN diagnosis and progression 

1-Topometric asymmetry indices IHD and 
ISV 

2-Pachymetric asymmetry; Scheimpflug, 
OCT 

ART-Max=TP/PPI-Max(essentially “steep” 
cornea pachymetry change) 

3-Epithelial profiles 
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Brillouin Microscopy of Collagen Crosslinking:
Noncontact Depth-Dependent Analysis of Corneal Elastic
Modulus

Giuliano Scarcelli,1,2 Sabine Kling,3 Elena Quijano,1 Roberto Pineda,4 Susana Marcos,3

and Seok Hyun Yun1,2,5

PURPOSE. Corneal collagen crosslinking (CXL) is designed to
halt the progression of keratoconus and corneal ectasia by
inducing corneal stiffening. However, it currently is difficult to
monitor and evaluate CXL outcome objectively due to the lack
of suitable methods to characterize corneal mechanical
properties. We validated noncontact Brillouin microscopy to
quantify corneal mechanical properties before and after CXL.

METHODS. CXL was performed on fresh porcine eyes using
various presoaking times and light doses, with or without
epithelial debridement. From Brillouin maps of corneal elastic
modulus, stiffness and average modulus of anterior, middle,
and posterior stroma were analyzed. Corneal stiffening index
(CSI) was introduced as a metric to compare the mechanical
efficacy of a given CXL protocol with respect to the standard
protocol (30-minute riboflavin presoak, 3 mW/cm2 ultraviolet
illumination for 30 minutes).

RESULTS. Brillouin corneal stiffness increased significantly (P <
0.001) by epi-off and epi-on CXL. The increase of Brillouin
modulus was depth-dependent, indicating that anterior stromal
stiffening contributes the most to mechanical outcome. The
increase of anterior Brillouin modulus was linearly proportion-
al to the light dose (R2 > 0.98). Compared to the standard epi-
off procedure, a typical epi-on procedure resulted in a third of
stiffness increase in porcine corneas (CSI ! 33).

CONCLUSIONS. Brillouin microscopy allowed imaging and quan-
tifying CXL-induced mechanical changes without contact in a
depth-dependent manner at high spatial resolution. This
technique may be useful to evaluate the mechanical outcomes
of CXL procedures, to compare different crosslinking agents,

and for real-time monitoring of CXL in clinical and experimen-
tal settings. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2013;54:1418–1425)
DOI:10.1167/iovs.12-11387

The decrease of corneal mechanical stability has a critical
role in the onset and progression of keratoconus and post-

LASIK ectasia.1 Corneal collagen crosslinking (CXL) is a
promising treatment that aims at stopping the progression of
ectasia by increasing corneal stiffness.2 CXL induces the
formation of covalent bonds between collagen fibers in the
corneal stroma by photoactivation of a photosensitizer, such as
riboflavin. The increased number of the crosslinks increases the
elastic modulus of the corneal tissue. CXL has been approved in
Europe and is under clinical trials in the United States. The
majority of CXL procedures follow the original ‘‘Dresden’’
protocol described by Wollensak et al.3 Over the past decade,
studies following the long-term clinical outcome of the treatment
have shown that the CXL procedure effectively stops progression
of ectasia in the majority of patients.4–6 Recently, however, a
great deal of interest has been placed towards devising new CXL
protocols to minimize the damage to keratocytes and to reduce
the recovery time post intervention.7–10 In this respect, a central
role is played by the epithelium: because the epithelium
represents a major barrier for the diffusion of photosensitizers
into the stroma, the standard Dresden protocol involves the
removal of the epithelium, which results in delayed recovery and
increased risks of infections; novel CXL procedures try to solve
this issue by chemically loosening epithelial junctions,7,10 or by
custom epithelial debridement.9

Despite the advance in CXL, it has been difficult to measure,
monitor, and optimize the defining feature that drives the
clinical outcome of the different CXL protocols, that is corneal
mechanical stiffening, due to the lack of noninvasive mechan-
ical characterization tools able to assess the performance of
different protocols in vivo.

Mechanical measurements traditionally are macroscopic
and destructive.11 Recently, a widespread effort to achieve a
noninvasive test of corneal mechanical properties has been
put forward. An ocular response analyzer measures corneal
hysteresis.12 Corneal hysteresis has been shown to correlate
with CXL and advanced keratoconus,13,14 but its clinical
usefulness remains questionable.15,16 Anterior segment imag-
ing combined with an air puff has allowed dynamic
measurements of corneal deformation, showing different
deformation parameters in untreated corneas and crosslinked
corneas.17 This technique allows for in vivo measurements,
but it remains challenging to determine the corneal biome-
chanical properties from the deformation images due to the
contributions of the corneal geometry and intraocular
pressure among other factors.17 (Roberts CJ, et al. IOVS
2011;52:ARVO E-Abstract 4384). Other techniques based on
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Brillouin Optical Microscopy for Corneal Biomechanics

Giuliano Scarcelli,1,2 Roberto Pineda,3 and Seok Hyun Yun1,2,4

PURPOSE. The mechanical properties of corneal tissue are
linked to prevalent ocular diseases and therapeutic procedures.
Brillouin microscopy is a novel optical technology that enables
three-dimensional mechanical imaging. In this study, the feasi-
bility of this noncontact technique was tested for in situ quan-
titative assessment of the biomechanical properties of the cor-
nea.

METHODS. Brillouin light-scattering involves a spectral shift pro-
portional to the longitudinal modulus of elasticity of the tissue.
A 532-nm single-frequency laser and a custom-developed ultra-
high-resolution spectrometer were used to measure the Brill-
ouin frequency. Confocal scanning was used to perform Brill-
ouin elasticity imaging of the corneas of whole bovine eyes.
The longitudinal modulus of the bovine corneas was compared
before and after riboflavin corneal collagen photo-cross-link-
ing. The Brillouin measurements were then compared with
conventional stress–strain mechanical test results.

RESULTS. High-resolution Brillouin images of the cornea were
obtained, revealing a striking depth-dependent variation of
the elastic modulus across the cornea. Along the central axis,
the Brillouin frequency shift varied gradually from 8.2 GHz
in the epithelium to 7.5 GHz near the endothelium. The coef-
ficients of the down slope were measured to be approximately
1.09, 0.32, and 2.94 GHz/mm in the anterior, posterior, and
innermost stroma, respectively. On riboflavin collagen cross-
linking, marked changes in the axial Brillouin profiles (P !
0.001) were noted before and after cross-linking.

CONCLUSIONS. Brillouin imaging can assess the biomechanical
properties of cornea in situ with high spatial resolution. This
novel technique has the potential for use in clinical diagnostics
and treatment monitoring. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2012;
53:185–190) DOI:10.1167/iovs.11-8281

The current standard of corneal diagnosis is structural anal-
ysis, by pachymetry1 and tomography,2 to measure corneal

thickness and curvature. In addition to structure, the biome-
chanical properties of the cornea are also important indicators
of corneal health. Keratoconus is a degenerative condition that
involves a loss of corneal rigidity. Corneal ectasia, which can
occur as a rare but serious complication of refractive surgery,
results from a decrease in corneal stiffness. Corneal cross-

linking is a procedure that increases the elastic modulus of the
cornea to prevent ectasia.3–5 It has been used in the treatment
of keratoconus and ectasia after refractive surgery. A noninva-
sive device that could measure corneal biomechanical proper-
ties3 would be highly useful in the clinic.6

Most of our current knowledge on the mechanical proper-
ties of the cornea came from modeling7 or ex vivo experimen-
tal studies performed with stress–strain tests,8 dynamic rheom-
etry, and other mechanical tests.9,10 As the compelling clinical
need of biomechanical information has increased,6 various in
vivo techniques have been under active development. The
ocular response analyzer11 (ORA; Reichert, DePew, NY) uses
an air puff to induce pressure on the corneal surface and
optically measures the time-dependent deformation of the cor-
nea. However, its sensitivity and clinical usefulness remain
questionable.12–14 Several elastography techniques are cur-
rently under development.15–18 Ultrasound has long been in-
vestigated,19 but thus far is difficult to use in vivo because of its
low sensitivity and resolution. However, more sophisticated
techniques such as quantitative ultrasound spectroscopy con-
tinue to be investigated.20

In this context, we have recently developed a novel tech-
nique termed Brillouin optical microscopy that can measure
the viscoelastic properties by probing the hypersonic acoustic
waves inherently present in the sample.21 Like ultrasound
spectroscopy, Brillouin microscopy can determine intrinsic
viscoelastic properties decoupled from the structural informa-
tion and applied pressure. In contrast, it can measure the local
acoustic properties with much higher spatial resolution and
sensitivity, and the measurement is performed optically with-
out the need for acoustic transducers or physical contact with
the cornea. Vaughan and Randall22 have measured the Brillouin
spectra of excised cornea and lens. The conventional Brillouin
instruments had extremely slow data acquisition, requiring 10
to 60 minutes to obtain a single Brillouin spectrum. Brillouin
microscopy drastically improved the data acquisition time to
less than a second,23 allowing spatially resolved analysis.

We report our investigation of corneal biomechanics using
Brillouin microscopy. For this work, we constructed a tabletop
instrument combining a simple confocal microscope with a
high-speed spectrometer. Using Brillouin microscopy on fresh
bovine whole eyes ex vivo, we showed, to our knowledge for
the first time in situ, the ability to image corneal elasticity in
three dimensions and measure the depth-dependent variation
of elastic modulus within the cornea. We also demonstrate the
feasibility of monitoring riboflavin-assisted corneal cross-link-
ing procedures, using Brillouin microscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Brillouin Elastic Modulus
Brillouin light-scattering arises from the interaction of incident light
with propagating thermodynamic fluctuations, also known as acoustic
phonons, in the sample material. The Brillouin-scattered light is char-
acterized by a frequency shift, ", which is related to the longitudinal
elastic modulus, M# (the real part of complex modulus), of the sample
via23–25
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Brillouin Optical Microscopy for Corneal Biomechanics

Giuliano Scarcelli,1,2 Roberto Pineda,3 and Seok Hyun Yun1,2,4

PURPOSE. The mechanical properties of corneal tissue are
linked to prevalent ocular diseases and therapeutic procedures.
Brillouin microscopy is a novel optical technology that enables
three-dimensional mechanical imaging. In this study, the feasi-
bility of this noncontact technique was tested for in situ quan-
titative assessment of the biomechanical properties of the cor-
nea.

METHODS. Brillouin light-scattering involves a spectral shift pro-
portional to the longitudinal modulus of elasticity of the tissue.
A 532-nm single-frequency laser and a custom-developed ultra-
high-resolution spectrometer were used to measure the Brill-
ouin frequency. Confocal scanning was used to perform Brill-
ouin elasticity imaging of the corneas of whole bovine eyes.
The longitudinal modulus of the bovine corneas was compared
before and after riboflavin corneal collagen photo-cross-link-
ing. The Brillouin measurements were then compared with
conventional stress–strain mechanical test results.

RESULTS. High-resolution Brillouin images of the cornea were
obtained, revealing a striking depth-dependent variation of
the elastic modulus across the cornea. Along the central axis,
the Brillouin frequency shift varied gradually from 8.2 GHz
in the epithelium to 7.5 GHz near the endothelium. The coef-
ficients of the down slope were measured to be approximately
1.09, 0.32, and 2.94 GHz/mm in the anterior, posterior, and
innermost stroma, respectively. On riboflavin collagen cross-
linking, marked changes in the axial Brillouin profiles (P !
0.001) were noted before and after cross-linking.

CONCLUSIONS. Brillouin imaging can assess the biomechanical
properties of cornea in situ with high spatial resolution. This
novel technique has the potential for use in clinical diagnostics
and treatment monitoring. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2012;
53:185–190) DOI:10.1167/iovs.11-8281

The current standard of corneal diagnosis is structural anal-
ysis, by pachymetry1 and tomography,2 to measure corneal

thickness and curvature. In addition to structure, the biome-
chanical properties of the cornea are also important indicators
of corneal health. Keratoconus is a degenerative condition that
involves a loss of corneal rigidity. Corneal ectasia, which can
occur as a rare but serious complication of refractive surgery,
results from a decrease in corneal stiffness. Corneal cross-

linking is a procedure that increases the elastic modulus of the
cornea to prevent ectasia.3–5 It has been used in the treatment
of keratoconus and ectasia after refractive surgery. A noninva-
sive device that could measure corneal biomechanical proper-
ties3 would be highly useful in the clinic.6

Most of our current knowledge on the mechanical proper-
ties of the cornea came from modeling7 or ex vivo experimen-
tal studies performed with stress–strain tests,8 dynamic rheom-
etry, and other mechanical tests.9,10 As the compelling clinical
need of biomechanical information has increased,6 various in
vivo techniques have been under active development. The
ocular response analyzer11 (ORA; Reichert, DePew, NY) uses
an air puff to induce pressure on the corneal surface and
optically measures the time-dependent deformation of the cor-
nea. However, its sensitivity and clinical usefulness remain
questionable.12–14 Several elastography techniques are cur-
rently under development.15–18 Ultrasound has long been in-
vestigated,19 but thus far is difficult to use in vivo because of its
low sensitivity and resolution. However, more sophisticated
techniques such as quantitative ultrasound spectroscopy con-
tinue to be investigated.20

In this context, we have recently developed a novel tech-
nique termed Brillouin optical microscopy that can measure
the viscoelastic properties by probing the hypersonic acoustic
waves inherently present in the sample.21 Like ultrasound
spectroscopy, Brillouin microscopy can determine intrinsic
viscoelastic properties decoupled from the structural informa-
tion and applied pressure. In contrast, it can measure the local
acoustic properties with much higher spatial resolution and
sensitivity, and the measurement is performed optically with-
out the need for acoustic transducers or physical contact with
the cornea. Vaughan and Randall22 have measured the Brillouin
spectra of excised cornea and lens. The conventional Brillouin
instruments had extremely slow data acquisition, requiring 10
to 60 minutes to obtain a single Brillouin spectrum. Brillouin
microscopy drastically improved the data acquisition time to
less than a second,23 allowing spatially resolved analysis.

We report our investigation of corneal biomechanics using
Brillouin microscopy. For this work, we constructed a tabletop
instrument combining a simple confocal microscope with a
high-speed spectrometer. Using Brillouin microscopy on fresh
bovine whole eyes ex vivo, we showed, to our knowledge for
the first time in situ, the ability to image corneal elasticity in
three dimensions and measure the depth-dependent variation
of elastic modulus within the cornea. We also demonstrate the
feasibility of monitoring riboflavin-assisted corneal cross-link-
ing procedures, using Brillouin microscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Brillouin Elastic Modulus
Brillouin light-scattering arises from the interaction of incident light
with propagating thermodynamic fluctuations, also known as acoustic
phonons, in the sample material. The Brillouin-scattered light is char-
acterized by a frequency shift, ", which is related to the longitudinal
elastic modulus, M# (the real part of complex modulus), of the sample
via23–25
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there was much less variation laterally at the same depth from
the corneal surface. Figures 2b and 2c show en face Brillouin
images of the same sample acquired along two horizontal
planes (x–y) as the eye was moved horizontally with respect to
the laser beam. A high degree of radial symmetry is observed in
the en face images throughout all depths.

Brillouin Profiles and Microstructure

Most of the corneal stroma consists of 200 to 500 layers of
flattened collagenous lamellae. Collagen fibril organization is
responsible for the mechanical strength of corneal stroma.38–40 In
the anterior one third of the stroma, collagen lamellae are thin
(!0.2–1.2 !m thick and 0.5–30 !m wide) and are positioned
obliquely to the corneal surface, sometimes interwoven. In the
posterior stroma, collagen lamellae tend to be arranged parallel
to the surface and are thicker (1.0–2.5 !m thick and 100 to
250 !m wide).41 To investigate the correlation between the
structure and elastic modulus of the cornea, we compared a
high-resolution axial profile of an intact cornea (Fig. 3a) with a
collagen-stained (Masson’s trichrome) image of the corre-
sponding corneal section (Fig. 3b). From the side-by-side com-
parison, we identified four distinctive regions: (I) the epithelial
region with low elastic modulus; (II) the anterior part of the
stroma characterized by the highest elastic modulus and a
steep downslope of the Brillouin modulus; (III) the posterior
region with a mild downslope; and (IV) the innermost region
near the endothelium, where the modulus decreases rapidly
with depth. The anterior (II) and posterior (III) regions in the
Brillouin image seem to correlate with the description of the
two regions with distinctively different collagen structures.40

To examine the microstructure, we performed second-har-
monic generation (SHG) microscopy of an unstained tissue
section harvested from the same cornea (Fig. 3c). Consistent
with previous observations in human, rabbit, and porcine cor-
neas,42–44 the SHG image of bovine cornea visualized the
collagen-rich structure in the stroma but little collagen in the
epithelium. The anterior part of the stroma shows a markedly
interwoven and intertwined organization of collagen fibers. In
the posterior and innermost region of the cornea, collagen
fibers mostly run parallel to the corneal surface. The qualitative

correlation between the magnitudes of Brillouin frequency
shift, and the SHG signal supports the hypothesis that the
collagen content and fibril organization may be the principal
determining factor of corneal elasticity.40

Axial Slopes and Mean Modulus

We measured the axial slopes in the anterior, posterior, and
innermost corneal regions (N " 4). In the anterior region
between 80 and 180 !m from the corneal surface, the average
slope was 1.09 # 0.26 GHz/mm (ignoring the negative sign of
the slope); in the posterior region between 300 and 550 !m,
the slope was 0.32 # 0.1 GHz/mm; and in the innermost region
between 680 and 780 !m, we measured a slope of 2.94 # 0.18
GHz/mm (Fig 4a). The Brillouin slope of each region was
statistically distinct (unpaired t-test P $ 0.001 for all two-group
comparisons). The mean longitudinal modulus of the four
tested samples was 2.7 # 0.02 GPa (Fig. 4b).

Brillouin Imaging of Corneal CXL

Next, we evaluated the potential of Brillouin imaging to mon-
itor corneal CXL. CXL promotes the formation of covalent
bonds between collagen fibers in the stroma by optical activa-
tion of a biocompatible photosensitizing agent such as ribofla-
vin. Previous stress–strain and inflation tests45,46 established
that the induced cross links between collagen fibers increase
the elastic modulus of the corneal tissue, thereby stiffening the
cornea. We measured the Brillouin modulus on bovine corneal
samples during the CXL procedure performed with riboflavin
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of Brillouin elasticity and structural images.
(a) Brillouin depth profile of the entire cornea including the epithelium
(I), anterior stroma (II), posterior stroma (III), and the innermost
region (IV). (b) Masson’s trichrome–stained image of 5-!m-thick cor-
nea section. (c) An SHG image of 5-!m-thick cornea section. Scale bar,
200 !m.
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FIGURE 2. Brillouin imaging of the cornea. (a) A cross-sectional Bril-
louin image of bovine cornea, revealing the decreasing modulus with
depth. The horizontal (x) and vertical (z) span is 5 % 0.5 mm. (b) En
face Brillouin image of the cornea optically sectioned at a shallow
depth. (c) A Brillouin image of a deeper section. Scale bars: (a) 200 !m;
(b, c) 1 mm.
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Brillouin Microscopy of Collagen Crosslinking:
Noncontact Depth-Dependent Analysis of Corneal Elastic
Modulus

Giuliano Scarcelli,1,2 Sabine Kling,3 Elena Quijano,1 Roberto Pineda,4 Susana Marcos,3

and Seok Hyun Yun1,2,5

PURPOSE. Corneal collagen crosslinking (CXL) is designed to
halt the progression of keratoconus and corneal ectasia by
inducing corneal stiffening. However, it currently is difficult to
monitor and evaluate CXL outcome objectively due to the lack
of suitable methods to characterize corneal mechanical
properties. We validated noncontact Brillouin microscopy to
quantify corneal mechanical properties before and after CXL.

METHODS. CXL was performed on fresh porcine eyes using
various presoaking times and light doses, with or without
epithelial debridement. From Brillouin maps of corneal elastic
modulus, stiffness and average modulus of anterior, middle,
and posterior stroma were analyzed. Corneal stiffening index
(CSI) was introduced as a metric to compare the mechanical
efficacy of a given CXL protocol with respect to the standard
protocol (30-minute riboflavin presoak, 3 mW/cm2 ultraviolet
illumination for 30 minutes).

RESULTS. Brillouin corneal stiffness increased significantly (P <
0.001) by epi-off and epi-on CXL. The increase of Brillouin
modulus was depth-dependent, indicating that anterior stromal
stiffening contributes the most to mechanical outcome. The
increase of anterior Brillouin modulus was linearly proportion-
al to the light dose (R2 > 0.98). Compared to the standard epi-
off procedure, a typical epi-on procedure resulted in a third of
stiffness increase in porcine corneas (CSI ! 33).

CONCLUSIONS. Brillouin microscopy allowed imaging and quan-
tifying CXL-induced mechanical changes without contact in a
depth-dependent manner at high spatial resolution. This
technique may be useful to evaluate the mechanical outcomes
of CXL procedures, to compare different crosslinking agents,

and for real-time monitoring of CXL in clinical and experimen-
tal settings. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2013;54:1418–1425)
DOI:10.1167/iovs.12-11387

The decrease of corneal mechanical stability has a critical
role in the onset and progression of keratoconus and post-

LASIK ectasia.1 Corneal collagen crosslinking (CXL) is a
promising treatment that aims at stopping the progression of
ectasia by increasing corneal stiffness.2 CXL induces the
formation of covalent bonds between collagen fibers in the
corneal stroma by photoactivation of a photosensitizer, such as
riboflavin. The increased number of the crosslinks increases the
elastic modulus of the corneal tissue. CXL has been approved in
Europe and is under clinical trials in the United States. The
majority of CXL procedures follow the original ‘‘Dresden’’
protocol described by Wollensak et al.3 Over the past decade,
studies following the long-term clinical outcome of the treatment
have shown that the CXL procedure effectively stops progression
of ectasia in the majority of patients.4–6 Recently, however, a
great deal of interest has been placed towards devising new CXL
protocols to minimize the damage to keratocytes and to reduce
the recovery time post intervention.7–10 In this respect, a central
role is played by the epithelium: because the epithelium
represents a major barrier for the diffusion of photosensitizers
into the stroma, the standard Dresden protocol involves the
removal of the epithelium, which results in delayed recovery and
increased risks of infections; novel CXL procedures try to solve
this issue by chemically loosening epithelial junctions,7,10 or by
custom epithelial debridement.9

Despite the advance in CXL, it has been difficult to measure,
monitor, and optimize the defining feature that drives the
clinical outcome of the different CXL protocols, that is corneal
mechanical stiffening, due to the lack of noninvasive mechan-
ical characterization tools able to assess the performance of
different protocols in vivo.

Mechanical measurements traditionally are macroscopic
and destructive.11 Recently, a widespread effort to achieve a
noninvasive test of corneal mechanical properties has been
put forward. An ocular response analyzer measures corneal
hysteresis.12 Corneal hysteresis has been shown to correlate
with CXL and advanced keratoconus,13,14 but its clinical
usefulness remains questionable.15,16 Anterior segment imag-
ing combined with an air puff has allowed dynamic
measurements of corneal deformation, showing different
deformation parameters in untreated corneas and crosslinked
corneas.17 This technique allows for in vivo measurements,
but it remains challenging to determine the corneal biome-
chanical properties from the deformation images due to the
contributions of the corneal geometry and intraocular
pressure among other factors.17 (Roberts CJ, et al. IOVS
2011;52:ARVO E-Abstract 4384). Other techniques based on
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quasi-static rheology. This measurement showed that epi-on
CXL induced stiffening of approximately 39% (i.e., CSI ! 39),
consistent with the Brillouin-based measurement. As the
experiments were performed ex vivo immediately after the
CXL procedure, this estimation includes the mechanical effect
of the notably different hydration states of the cornea in the
epi-on versus epi-off procedure.

Sham Controls

Sham control experiments were performed to evaluate the
effects of different parameters (e.g., timing, soaking, evapora-
tion) within the CXL procedure. UV light was administered to
only a half of the eye after riboflavin soaking, whereas the
other half of the eye was blocked during UV illumination.
Figures 5a and 5b show the results for the epi-off protocol and
the epi-on protocol, respectively. The Brillouin profiles of the
UV-illuminated region and unilluminated (sham) region of the
eye are shown, along with the average Brillouin profile of
untreated controls before soaking. As expected, the epi-off CXL

profile in Figure 5a and the epi-on CXL profile in Figure 5b are
consistent with the ones in Figure 1c and Figure 4c,
respectively. Importantly, the Brillouin moduli for the sham
regions in Figure 5a and Figure 5b are equivalent to the results
obtained with the controls used in Figures 1 to 3 and Figure 4,
respectively. These control data were obtained with different

FIGURE 1. Brillouin mechanical characterization of standard epi-off CXL procedure. (a) A representative cross-sectional Brillouin image of normal
porcine cornea. (b) A Brillouin image of the cornea after the standard CXL. The horizontal and vertical span is 0.05 mm (x) by 1.2 mm (z) in (a, b).
(c) Brillouin depth profiles of crosslinked and untreated corneas. (d) Mean Brillouin modulus of the anterior, mid, and posterior regions for the
crosslinked (N! 6) versus untreated corneas (N! 3). ***P < 0.005.

FIGURE 2. The effects of the varying soaking time and light exposure
time on the mean Brillouin modulus of the anterior, mid, and posterior
cornea. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.005.

FIGURE 3. Mechanical outcome dependence on the light exposure
time. (a) Mean Brillouin modulus of the anterior, mid, and posterior
regions in the corneas treated with a presoaking time of 30 minutes,
and various UV exposure times of 0, 5, 15, and 30 minutes,
respectively. **P < 0.01. (b) The increase of mean Brillouin modulus
in the anterior region as a function of exposure time. Circles: data.
Error bars: standard deviations. Line: linear curve fit.
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Commercial device by Avedro in 2014 
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“Currently sensitive criteria” 
•  Pachymetric asymmetry; 

Scheimpflug, OCT 
•  Topometric asymmetry 

indices IHD and ISV 
•  ART-Max=TP/PPI-Max

(essentially “steep” cornea 
pachymetry change) 

•  Epithelial profiles 
•  Biomechanical 

measurements-Brillouin 

 


